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Wake Forest honors
esteemed alumnus
Arnold Palmer
Dodson's lecture and Arnold
Palmer Day celebrate the life
of a Wake Forest legend
BY ELIZABETH MALINE

Staff Writer
malied17@wfu.edu
This past week, the Wake Forest community participated in annual celebrations of distinguished alumnus, Arnold
Palmer. The celebrations included Arnold
Palmer Day and a lecture by James Dodson, author of Arnold Palmer's autobiography A Golfer's Life as part of the ZSR's
Library Lecture Series.

Julia Haines/Old Gold & Black

On April 8 an email and blog p-ost ci~culatedamong students, Wi~hreferences to Dante's famous
Work Inferno, the Heretics of tile Sixth Circle caused cdnfuslon and raised safety concerns on campus.

Email:"Youare not safe here"
Controversial messages made
by anonymous individual(s) were
sent to students earlierthis week
.!r!.ttEATHER HARTEL
Online Managing Editor

harthfiS@wfu.edu
An anonymous email sent to 194 students
from three email accounts on Sunday evening titled "you are not safe here" issued
certain demands to students and administration regarding campus life. A blog post
with the same message was also made public
a few weeks earlier on March 31. The email
and blog post circulated among students on
the evening of Sunday, April 8 and quotes
Dante's Inferno and references inviting fellow 'heretics' to join them in Hell.
'The email makes five specific demands.
!he first calls for "a true democratization
of politics," meaning rethinking the way
politics are discussed on campus beyond an
ideological divide. The second demand is
that ideas, "not just our speech," becomes

free, and references the Code of Conduct
policies at Wake Forest to encourage more
integrity in thought. The Sixth Circle also
calls for better treatment of campus employees, a complete end to Greek life and an
overhaul of the curriculum to inspire more
cross-cultural understanding.
It was allegedly written by five students
who claim to have been ousted by the Wake
Forest community, disguised under the
names: "Dante, Virgil, Beatrice, Lucifer
and Farinata. Heretics of the Sixth Circle."
"We have been phased out of your clubs,
kicked out of your parties, left out of your
meetings, and passed over in your rushes,"
wrote the post. "We are five students who
are too afraid to speak to you as friends, too
angry to speak to you calmly, too tired to
speak to you loudly. We have chosen instead to scream."
After receiving the email on Sunday,
many students reported it and the blog
post to Campus Police, referencing their
concerns for safety on campus. They were
not met with immediate action.

However, on Tuesday, April 11, Student
Government met with Dean of Students,
Adam Goldstein and Wake Forest Emergency Manager, August Vernon. Officials
shared that the situation was being addressed by the Crisis Management Team,
the Student Incident Team and the CARE
team. Student Government and concerned
students learned that Wake Forest collaborated with local and federal law enforement,
who eventually reached the conclusion that
the Sixth Circle's message did not indicate
a direct threat.
"I was confused when I initially got the
email," said one student who called the
police at the request of members of their
Greek organization. They asked to remain
anonymous for safety concerns. "When I
called University Police they didn't really
say much, instead they seemed like they
had heard multiple people call already so
they just wanted to hang up and move on."

See Cirlee, Page 6

April 5, known on campus as Arnold
Palmer Day, is a way for Wake Forest
students, faculty, and staff to celebrate
Palmer's legacy and impact on the Wake
Forest community. This year marked the
7th-annual Arnold Palmer Day organized by the Traditions Council. On Arnold Palmer Day, students could watch
a live streaming of one of golf's most
prestigious tournaments,
The Masters,
hang out with the Arnold Palmer cardboard cutout, and of course, enjoy free
Arnold Palmer drinks donated to Wake
Forest by Arizona. There was also cake to
commemorate the occasion and Arnold
Palmer Day shirts were for sale.
"Today is a day where we can remember Arnold's legacy. He is one of Wake
Forest's most beloved alumnus and Arnold Palmer Day is one of the most
highly-anticipated
events of the year by
the Wake Forest community," Chelsea
Klein said, a member of the Traditions
Counsel, told the Old Gold & Black
about the importance of Arnold Palmer
Day.
Freshman Sam Bott was spotted at Arnold Palmer day enjoying his free drink.
"It's a beautiful day to celebrate Arnold
Palmer." Bott said "Everyone's out here
in the sunshine sipping on Arnold Palmers and celebrating a true legend."
While the tent on Machester Plaza
marked the primary event space, the celebration continued in the Pit. Freshmen
Annie Cohen and Anabel Cordano enjoyed the many treats and activities the
Pit offered.

See Palmer, Page 4

This column represents the views of the Old Gold & Black Editorial Board.

Tactics of Sixth Circle prevent productive dialogue
Alleged group "Heretics of the Sixth
Circle" sent an email with the subject line
"you are not safe here" to a seemingly random group of students on Sunday night.
The nature of the email stirred conversations about campus safety, while also
bringing into conversation concerns with
campus culture through a list of demands,
making references to Dante's Inferno, representing the "Sixth Circle" as the group of
self-proclaimed outsiders on campus.
While many opinions are circulating as
to the methods, goals and general actions
of the group, the editorial board of the Ol.d
Gold & Black believes that the synthetic
scare tactics and anonymity used by the
group invalidates their general message of
concern for the campus climate. While,
admittedly, these scare tactics brought the
blog to a large audience, it directs the con-

"

Synthetic scare tactics and ano- changesto tho Cod, of Conduct, and tho
nymity used by the group invali- university recently raised the minimum
dates their general message of wage for all Ar~ark wor~ers to $11.10 an
concern forthe campus climate ..." hour ".Accurate u~formatIon and facts are

versation to surround the blog itself and
not its content.
Further, dividing the campus into targeted stereotypes based on extracurricular
involvements does nothing to promote
productive dialogue surrounding the issues
brought up by the blog's demands.
Although frustration with ongoing problems at Wake Forest should be freely expressed, concrete efforts by the university
to implement change should be fairly and
accurately represented. Students were involved this past fall in discussions about
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essential for effective advocacy, and the fact
that they were not aware of ongoing campaigns to solve some of the very issues they
identified further discredits their message.
We would like to call on the members of
the Sixth Circle to reveal their identities or
singular identity. We believe that by doing
so they will be able to critically engage with
the campus community and fully advocate
for positive change. They may not be giving enough credit to students and administrators who would otherwise be willing
to listen to their concerns and work with
them to instill positive changes, as we are
all part of the Wake Forest community and
want the best for our own community.

Additionally, it is not unique for stu- I
dents to feel removed from va~ious a~pects of th~ campus commuruty, as ~~
takes some time to find the group of Re .
ple with whom you really fit, and so It is
misguided for the authoris) of the blog to
think they are alone in this sentiment of
being outsiders.
.
Although
the Heretics of the Sixth
Circle accused many groups of not betng
open to constructive dialogue, they were
closed to constructive dialogue themsel~es
by demonizing others. Making deep tnstitutional changes such as the ones that
the Heretics of the Sixth Circle proposed
would require dedicated work, constr~ctive conversations and compromise wirh
a variety of groups across campus. These
conversations are much less likely to happen if directly vilifying language is used.
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Deacon Profile: Ben Weekley
BY LILLIAN

hope that the university continues to grow academically, continues to be one of the best places to get
an education, partake in groundbreaking
research and
learn and grow as a scholar. Also, I have to say I hope
we win a ton of ACC and national championships
in
the coming years in all sports.

JOHNSON

News Editor
johnlg16@wfu.edu

Senior Ben Weekley has made quite a name for himself
on campus in his four yettrs here. He is known for much
more than his chemistry major, with a concentration in
biochemistry and minor in biology. Around wake Forest,
Weekley is recognizedfor his great Demon Deacon pride
and his involvement with organizations such as wake 'N
Shake, Traditions Council and Screamin ' Deacons.
Before he graduates, the Old Gold & Black was able to
talk with Weekley as he reflects on his lovefor wake Forest, his collegiate experience and what his future holds.

Can you describe your favorite
ence from your college career?

memory/experi-

There are so ~any amazing' experiences and days
and little moments that will forever stick in my mind
as what made my college career as amazing as it has
been. I will never forget things like Arnold Palmer
Day, the back-and-forth.
"Wake"-"Forest"
chants
at football games, wall jumps at .Spry, learning fascinating subjects from world-class professors, meeting'
some of my best friends, snow days and just living in
the moments.

What made you want to come to Wake Forest?
My grandfather,
Bill Starling, graduated from Wake
Forest in 195? and worked here as Director of Admissions from 1961-2001.
I grew up around Wake
Forest because of the obvious family ties and loved
cheering for their sports teams. As I toured a number
of schools, I fell in love with this university over every other option. Given the small class sizes, research
opportunities,
beautiful campus, atmosphere
and of
course the Division I sports, it was a no brainerin the
end. I'm proud to say I've bled black and gold since

I would have to say my absolute favorite experience
has been being one of the Co-Chairs
for Wake ,'N
Shake. The day of was such a surreal experience and
being part of such a hardworking and dedicated group
that helped create a special event for 1,400-plus students and making the impact we did with fundraising
is something that will always live in my mind as the
best memory.

birth.
Photo courtesy of Ben Weekley
How are you involved on campus? How do you
work to make Wake' Forest the best version of it-

self?
My three main involvements have been as Co-Chair
of Wake 'N Shake, The Traditions Council and Screamin' Demons. In addition to those, I was a Deacon
Camp leader for three years, part of Hydrating
Humanitate sophomore year and part of the Technology
Innovation
Program the last two years to help bring
a makerspace to Wake Forest. I just joined Student
Government
in March after a lot of seniors dropped
OUt.

In my time at Wake Forest, I've strived to improve
my favorite events to be the best they can be with the
hope that others will also enjoy these awesome traditions (both old and new) and be encouraged to start
their own or help in the planning and implementation of long-running

events.

What is your favorite Wake Forest tradition? Do
You have any personal traditions of your own here?
My favorite tradition
has to be rolling the quad.
There is no tradition that makes me feel more a part
of this campus and community
than rushing back to
my dorm after a huge win, grabbing six or seven rolls
o~ toilet paper and sprinting to the quad to, meet u?
With the entire student body to celebrate. It s a tradition anyone can participate
in, and one that I can
Continue to do by rolling a tree or twO wherever I
may be when Wake Forest wins big.
One cool personal tradition
I have is sItting. on
the upper quad on Friday afternoons
and relaxmg.
Typically I have lab meetings until 4:00 p.m. or 5:00
p.rn., then go up there, call my parents and reflect on
a long week. I've sat out there for anywhere between
30 minutes to twO hours, reading the newest OGB,
checking out the wake- Forest Magazine, .planni~g .for
the next weeks, talking to friends and Just enjoying
the peace and serenity. Getting to hear the bells playing is an added bonus. Oh, and sending hype emails .
before big sporting events. I'm going to miss that.

How do you
school spirit?

think

students

can best

exhibit

I think ~he best way to exhibit school spirit is by
supporting and exhibiting pride of various events and
accomplishments
here at Wake Forest. This can be
by going to sporting events and cheering loud and
proud. This can be by attending various events around
campus throughout
the school year. This can be done
by getting involved in the Winston-Salem
community
and showing people what it means to be a Wake Forest student. We should all be proud to attend Wake
Forest and be proud of what awesome things our
peers accomplish. By supporting them, you can show
all kinds of school spirit.

Other than being known for your involvement
and school pride, how would you like your legacy
to be remembered?
I have always loved the saying, "There is time to be
an Indian and time to be a chief." I think that as a senior at Wake Forest I have certainly grown into many
leadership or "chief" positions, but I really want to be
remembered as the loyal and hardworking
"Indian." I
hope that I am remembered as the type of person that
wasn't afraid to roll up their sleeves or take on more
menial tasks. It has been my great pleasure to lead,
j~st as it has been a blessing to work under and alongSide the many great leaders of this university,
Any last things you'd like to do in your final weeks
before graduation?

What advice do you have for future Demon Deacons?
My advice would be to create your own path. Don't
follow the exact same path as those who you look up
to or your close friends, but create a unique experience for yourself during your time at Wake Forest.
Major in what you love to learn about, take classes
you're interested in; join some groups you enjoy being a part of. Start your own group or event, meet as
many people 'as possible and don't waste your time.
You only have four years, so make the most of it and
bask in every moment.

I have a short bucket list which includes: posties,
some of the. senior week activities (including getting
Kyle to let me up on top of the bar at LR), successfully
defending my honors thesis in chemistry, getting on
the roof of ZSR, hanging out in the bell tower, going
to Foothills trivia with the chemistry faculty (appare~tly that's a t~adition) and hanging out with as many
friends as possible, I want to enjoy every moment and
soak it all in.
What are your plans for after graduation? Will
you continue to spread Demon Deacon pride?

What do you hope for the future l>fWake Forest?
I have high hopes for Wake Forest. I think Wake
Forest is one of the best universities in the world, but
still has room to improve. My hope is that this campus will become even more of a diverse and inclusive
community.
There is somewhat of a divide between
liberals and conservatives,
Greeks and non-Greeks,
athletes and non-athletes.
I hope that the gaps between these groups continue to shrink and that Wake
Forest students can have respect and admiration
for
each other, and work together to change the world. I

I will be moving to Los Angeles at the end of July
to start graduate school at the University of Southern California Keck School of Medicine in the PIBBS
program. It's a five-year program which will result in
a Ph.~ .. in the biomedical sciences. I will definitely
be bringing the Demon Deacon spirit to Southern
California and hope to get involved with the alumni
network out there. I'll be cheering just as loud for the
Deacs even from 3,000 miles away. I hope to represent Wake Forest to the best of my ability and those
around

me will realize what a great university

it is.
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Palmer: Author's speaks on friend in lecture
Continued from Page 1
"The Pit made sweet tea cupcakes and
provided free Arnold Palmer drinks." Cohen said. "There were also games such as a
mini putting green and the winners of the
games were given prizes like more food dollars."
Additionally, on Wendesday, April 4,
Wake Forest students, faculty, staff and community members attended the lecture held
by Dodson and had the.opportunity to buy
copies of his book as well as to get them personally signed by him.
Dodson grew up in Greensboro, NC as an
avid player and fan of golf and a f~llower ~f
Palmer. He began his career as a journalist
and worked for many differeflt newspapers,
writing mostly gothic srories centering on l~cal murders, racial inequalities in the Amencan South and occasionally presidential election pieces.
Later in his career, he interviewed for a
position at The Washington Post, but .realized
that he no longer wanted to pursue Journalism but his real passion of golE He turned
down the offer from the Post to work instead
at Yankee Magazine to pursue golf writing.
He then proceeded to work at Golf Magazine and became Departure Magazine's Golf
Editor. However, when Dodson's father developed a serious illness, Dodson wanted to
spend more time with him. The two golflovers embarked on a trip to Europe to play the
renowned golf courses of the British Open.
Their experiences playing the courses and
down-to-Earth discussions in local pubs
prior to his father's death later became the
content of Dodson's first book Final Rounds,
which pur him on the map as a golf writer.
The book landed a spot on the extended
New York Times Best Sellers List and lead to

a multi-city book tour. It was ultimately the
publication of Final Rounds that led Dodson
to the Palmers after Winnie Palmer (Palmer's
wife) called Dodson and asked if he would
write Arnold's autobiography. Dodson was
initially hesitant to accept the project because Palmer was his greatest hero, and he
had been told not to get too close to your
heroes as they may disappoint you. Dodson
accepted the offer on the condition that
Palmer tell him the true, raw version of
his life story. Dodson felt strongly about
publishing an autobiography that highlighted Palmer's greatest moments as well
as his worst ones, so readers could better understand the positive and negative
life events that shaped him as a person.
Though Dodson experienced pushback
from IMG to publish some of Arnold's
life struggles, he stood his ground.
Dodson developed an extremely close
connection with Palmer through the writing of the autobiography, and the two remained great friends even years after the
book was published. Palmer even called
Dodson "Shakespeare" as a testament
to his writing skills. The two men spent
three years together as Dodson tracked
Arnold's golf and personal life events.
Dodson expressed that Palmer was very
comfortable in his own skin and genuinely loved people. He loved people so
much, in fact, that he would walk down
the fairway during tournaments
while
shaking hands with audience members in
an effort to get to know them better.
The publication of the book was a
huge hit and was voted Best Golf Book
of the Year, in addition to remaining on
the New York Times Best Sellers List for
many weeks. The public seemed to love
the autobiography
and appreciated the

authentic nature of it. Some even noted
that Dodson achieved replicating Palmer's
voice in the writing of the book. The success Dodson achieved from A Golfer's Life
led to future endeavours. He received calls
from Ben Hogan and Sam Snead asking
him to write their autobiographies as well.
He ultimately wrote four Golf Books of
the Year and became known as one of the
rnbst prestigious golf writers in the field.
Dodson was with Palmer up until the
day he passed away. Golf was Palmer's true
love, and when he was no longer able to
play, he didn't last much longer. Palmer
left a note to Dodson that read, "I could
not have had a better friend. Always, Arnold." At the lecture series, Dodson told

the audience of their many personal encounters and of Palmer's fondness for life.
He stated, ''Arnold loved life, had a great
sense of humor, and especially loved ~~e
Forest." Palmer enjoyed frequent VISI.tS
to Greensboro 4lnd was followed by mtllions of locals when he would play in the
Greensboro Open during the peak of his
career. He is one of the world's best and
most well-known golfers, which is why
the students of Wake Forest celebrate his
legacy every year.
Between the ZSR lecture given by
James Dodson and the school-wide celebration on the quad and in the Pit, Wake
Forest students were eager to celebrate the
legend that was Arnold Palmer.

Elizabeth Maline/Old

Students celebrated Arnold Palmer day this year on Machester Plaza ~n
Thursday, April 5, by enjoying his famous drinK and watching the Master s

Dean defends the value of liberal arts education
Although

liberal

arts

learning

has

been

criticized as impractical, Dean Gillespie's lecture
argued its importance

in developing students

BY AMANDA WILCOX
Digital Media Editor
wilcah6@wfu.edu
"Finance, football and fraternities, not philosophy and
physics," have become the pillars of the modern American
university, according to a 2017 Hedgehog Review article cited
by junior Drew Finley as he introduced Dean of the College Michele Gilles~ie for her publi~ ~alk entitl~d "What is a
Liberal Arts Education, and What ISItSValue? on Tuesday,
April 10.
In the lecture, which was co-hosted by the Wake Forest
Euzelian Society and the Braswell Philosophy Society, Gillespie sought to answer these two questions, which she said
were perhaps the most important issues that she faces on a
daily basis as dean.
Gillespie, who has been dean of the college since 2015
and is also the presidential endowed professor of southern
history, is "one of the most articulate defenders of the liberal
arts," according to University Scholar in Residence Michael
Lamb.
She began her lecture by noting that modern-day liberal
arts education faces wide skepticism and threats, For example, more than a dozen humanities majors were recently
eliminated at the University of Wisconsin - Stevens Point
due to financial hardship. The school justified the decision
by arguing that they would rather offer majors that would
increase students' chances of finding a job after graduation.
Throughout the lecture, Gillespie directly challenged this

belief that a liberal arts education is no longer practically
useful.
She also addressed what she said was the country's growing disillusionment with higher education, pointing to a recent Gallup poll that identified a 20-point divide between
Democrats and Republicans in their confidence in colleges.
"Democrats decry the rising cost of tuition and the
growth in student debt," Gillespie said. "Republicans think
colleges are two ideological, leaning too far left and creating
social havoc. Regardless of their political persuasion, both
sides tend to agree that colleges no longer prepare graduates
for the kinds of jobs that will withstand the tumultuous economic and technological disruptions we anticipate over the
next several decades."
.
However, she repeatedly emphasized that a significant part
of her job as dean of the college, especially as she works with
a group of faculty and students on core curriculum reform,
is to defend the inherent value of a liberal arts education,
which she said is dependent on how Wake Forest defines the
liberal arts.
"We searched everywhere, but none of us could find a
definition, even though the phrase 'liberal arts' appears in
our mission statement, in our Course Bulletin, and in all our
admissions materials," Gillespie said.
As a result, she and her colleagues on the Core Curriculum Review Committee developed a working definition of
a liberal arts education to help them identify "specifically
and concretely" what a liberal arts education at Wake Forest
should look like.
"A liberal arts .education is an approach to learning that
empowers individuals and prepares them to deal with complexity, diversity and change," the review reads. "It is broad
and diverse, fostering a dedication to the open pursuit of
knowledge, while providing learners with an example of the

world they will be called upon to lead ... Ultimately, [ir] facilitates how students see the world ... from a multi-dImensional standpoint while also acknowledging wider contextS,
experiments and perspectives."
Gillespie said that this definition;along with input fro~
students and faculty, will continue to inform potentl
changes made to the core curriculum.
.
Junior Francisco Martinez said that he concurred With
Gillespie's definition of the liberal arts and the importance
of having a well-rounded education. "We are getting mor
and more into a globalized world," he said. "The jobs aro~
now weren't around 15 or 20 years ago." Education, he Said,
should change with the changing world and job market.
A question-and-answer session followed Gillespie's lecture, in which students expressed the value that they placed
on a liberal arts education when they decided to come to
Wake Forest as well as expressing worry for how the liberal
arts are popularly viewed.
Concerns voiced by the students included the notions
that Wake Forest is not preparing students to be advocates
of their own liberal arts degrees, and that students view fulfilling divisional requirements as checking boxes, especially
those with a predetermined idea of what they wish to study.
In response, Gillespie emphasized the importance of
choice in a liberal arts education and posited that a chosen
major or minor is not the "bottom line" of a college education. She emphasized that as dean, she is proud of the liberal
arts education offered at Wake Forest.
. "The discussion after the lecture was fantastic, a real joy to
see," said Finley. "How wonderful it is to have students, faculty and the dean engaging ... I had several people come up
to me afterwards and say ... because of the talk, they thoug~[
about an ~spect of the liberal arts that they had not preVIously considered. That was amazing for me to hear."

d

University makes pledge: We are still in'
As the country considers leaving
the Paris Climate Agreement,
Wake Forest commits to its goals
BY NATALIE ALMS
Contributing Writer
almsnj16@wfu.edu
As a signatory of We Are Still In, a climate coalition of American businesses,
states, cities and universities dedicated
to working toward the goals of the 2015
Paris Climate Agreement, Wake Forest is
continuing its efforts to reduce its carbon
emissions.
"In signing it, we're saying we want
to be responsible actors to preserve our
planet," said President Nathan O. Hatch
in an interview. "What does that mean?
We have to continue to work to that end."
In 2015, 195 nations signed the Paris
Climate Agreement to take a collective
step to stop the Earth's temperature from
rising above 1.5 degrees Celsius by 2100,
although it has already increased by 1 degree Celsius since 1900. A failure to stop
rising temperatures would result in even
more extreme weather events and more
rising sea levels.
In the Paris Agreement,
the U.S.
pledged to cut its carbon emissions by
26 to 28 percent of the 2005 levels by
2025 and committed to providing $3 billion in aid to poorer nations by 2020. On
June 1, 2017, President Donald Trump
announced that he intended to pull the
U.S. out of the Paris Agreement. Various
subnational groups, including We Are
Still In, formed in reaction to Trump's
move.
"Together, we will remain actively engaged with the international community
as part of the global effort to hold warming to well below two degrees Celsius

Ken Bennet/©WFU

The early morni.ng sunlight peeks over Davis: Rec.e.ntrenovations ofthe
residence halls mciudeaeffiClency and sustainability Improvements.
and to accelerate the transition to a clean a lifestyle that is sustainable, and then
energy economy that will benefit our se- having academic programs so that more
curity, prosperity, and health," reads the of our students leave the university with
declaration of the We Are Still In coalisound knowledge of what's happening in
the world."
tion, the members of which represent
$6.2 trillion of the U.S. economy.
Wake Forest has been working to im"President Hatch publicly affirmed our
prove the carbon footprint of its campus
commitment to addressing the very real for years.
threats posed by our changing climate
"Facilities organizations have always
with his signature on the list," wrote Ka- been change agents in that," said John
tie Neal, a university spokesperson, in an Shenette, the vice president of Facilities
email.
and Campus Services. "We have to be."
The university's signature in We Are
''A lot of what's driving the change on
Still In means that Wake Forest will concampus is efficiency and saving costs,"
tinue its sustainability efforts, said Dedee
said Justin Catanoso, a journalism proDel.ongpre Johnston, chief sustainabiliry
fessor at Wake Forest who is a regular
officer.
contributor at mongabay.com, an envi"There are three things," Hatch said.
ronmental news organization. "It accrues
"It's the continuing to help to make our
to a smaller carbon footprint, which
[carbon] footprint institutionally
sus- helps in climate mitigation - that's the
tainable, continuing to help all of us live end game."

One aspect of the effort to reduce the
carbon footprint of campus is improving the efficiency of the infrastructure
and buildings on campus. In doing so,
the amount of electricity that is used is
reduced. According to an Environmental Protection Agency report from 2016,
electricity generation accounts for the
largest share of greenhouse gases, at 31
percent of greenhouse gas emissions since
1990.
The installation of LED lighting is an
improvement being made in the interiors
and exteriors of buildings across campus.
"A typical interior lighting conversion
saves about $35 a year in energy use,"
said Doug Ecklund, the Building Systems
manager. "By the end of this summer I
will have been involved in about 3,500
LED conversions."
Additionally, the renovations of residence halls Poteat, Huffman, Kitchin and
Davis included efficiency and sustainability improvements. Taylor and Efird are
slated to be renovated follOWing graduation this year.
Occupancy sensors allow lights and
temperatures to be changed when people
are not in the room and have resulted in
a 20 percent decrease in electricity usage.
The ability for Facilities and Campus Services to adjust room temperatures remotely during breaks has also been installed.
The people within these buildings also
play an integral role continuing Wake
Forest's sustainability efforts along the
lines of its commitment to We Are Still
In.
"That's when you can actually affect
change, when you put that many people
together," Catanoso said. "We're not going to get to the goals of the Paris Agreement without the United States doing
everything it can."

Garden party honors the legacy of Angelou
Wake Forest threw a garden party
in honor of what would have been
Maya Angelou's 90th birthday
~ KYLETATICH
Senior Writer
tatika14@wfu.edu
Wake Forest and the greater community of Winston-Salem joined together
for the first annual Maya Angelou Garden Party on April 8. It was an afternoon
of spoken word poetry, music, games
and fellowship to celebrate what would
have been the late poet, actress, author
and longtime professor's 90th birthday.
The event was student-led
by the
Wake Downtown Student Ambassadors
~nd Was the product of an idea first b~rn
In the Innovation Quarter last spnn.g
When Provost Rogan Kersh's class, U~lversities and Communities, joined WIth
Winston-Salem State students to discuss
university and community interactions.
Angelou, who was a professor of
American studies at Wake Forest for
more than 30 years, inspired many in

Kyle Tatich/Old Gold & Black

Wake Forest. celebrated M~y'a
Angelou in BaIley Park on AprilS.
the Winston-Salem
community
and
across the world. When the class was
asked to think of ways to bridge what is
often considered to be a gap between the
university and the community, no one
could think of a better link than Angelou.
When the idea was given to the Wake
Downtown Student Ambassadors, the
group was quick to carry out the idea of
honoring Angelou as a means for connecting Wake Forest with members of

the community who may not normally
engage with those on the Reynolda
Campus on a regular basis.
"It was important to honor Dr. Angelou because she is an inextricable part of
Wake Forest University and this community," said Alana James, associate
director of community engagement at
Wake Downtown.
"It was fitting that a garden party was
held in her honor because it is wellknown how much she enjoyed them."
The party, which was held in the Innovation Quarter's Bailey Park, included
the sharing of cupcakes and lemonade,
the playing of games and child-led chalk
artwork, in addition to 20 speakers who
either performed original spoken word
poems or recited some of their favorites,
some written by Angelou herself.
"The attendees, readers and artists
represented a diversity of background,
interest, age and profession, so it truly
was an event for all," James said.
One of the performers, Alan Brown, a
professor at Wake Forest, shared a part
of on~ of his favorite poems, "Amaze-

ment Awaits," recalling conversations he
had with Angelou about this piece and
its relevance to his work with sports and
child literacy.
Another speaker was jerdei NeequayePinkston, an actress and writer, who
performed, "Mother Maya," an original
piece written as a tribute to Angelou and
all mothers.
"Maya has inspired so many and I
wanted to share a bit of her light," Neequaye-Pinkston said.
Among the 200 people who came out
to Bailey Park on Sunday afternoon was
Rosa Johnson.
Johnson, Angelou's niece, said it was
wonderful to see people at the garden
party.
"What I'm so happy about is that my
aunt continues to inspire people, poets
and life," Johnson said. "To have this
honoring her is very appropriate and
very nice."
Overall, it was an inspiring afternoon
that honored the life and legacy of Angelou, a true treasure to Winston-Salem
and the rest of the world.
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Circle: Students differ in responses to Sixth Circle
Continued from Page 1

also invited students to talk with "caring
staff' on Monday in Benson. This guided

Other students involved in Greek life
have voiced opinions regarding the statements against the Greek community,
including about the call to end it completely because of its nature of exclusivity. The post also named specific Greek

conversation

organizations in its criticisms.
"I appreciate that there are members
of the Wake Forest community who are
willing to share their concerns about the
fraternity and sorority community, and I
welcome the opportunity to partner with
those community
members to address
those concerns," said Jack Walsh, the
president of the Interfraternity Council.
"The fraternity community,
like every
community, has its strengths and its challenges."
As students

voiced their concerns

re-

garding the email, the Office of Communications and External Relations sent
an email to the entire student body on
Monday, April 9 reiterating their position
that they have found there is no direct
threat to students in the message. They

ranged from students citing

by the Sixth

Circle; some of their concerns were actually valid," freshman
Lane Morris

safe because of their identities.
Other students felt less threatened

said. "Mostly, I am grateful that they inby

the message, citing that its theatrics were
more intimidating than the message itself.
"While it was clearly an unconventional and provocative way to present grievances to the Wake Forest community,
there were no explicit threats made to any
individual nor the school in the post," ju-

spired my new favorite drink at Campus
Grounds: Dante's Mocha. It's delicious."
Outgoing Student Government President Spencer Schiller voiced his opinion
on the matter. Schiller noted that while
dialogue is important, inciting fear is not
the appropriate manner to begin conversation.
"Questioning

institutional

structures is

nior Charlie Engel said. "Wake needs to
continue to take measures to protect free-

important in driving the progressive nature of higher education, but only when

dom of expression, and this is an instance

done

deserving of such."
By Monday,
conversations

Schiller said. "I believe that this language
around

campus ranged from fearful to comedic
or satiric. For example, Fake Worest, the
online satire newspaper, posted on Instagram about the sixth demand of the
Sixth Circle being peanut butter in the
Pit. Campus Grounds also named a cof-

III. Committee

with Dean Goldstein
Services Manager)

• Sixth Circle was immediately

"I do not feel threatened

reasons for feeling unsafe on campus, to
others sharing that they regularly feel un-

BYWILLIAM MORGAN
Student Govemment Beat Reporter
morgwb1S@wfu.edu
I. Sixth Cirde Discussion
August Vernon (Emergency

fee drink after the Sixth Circle called
"Dante's Mocha."

and

was recognized as pro-

vocative and disturbing
• Threat assessment was conducted by authorities no suggestion of "imminent risk of harm."
• Concerned about impact on community - approach and something being voiced.
• Crisis Management Team, Student Incident Team
and CARE Team.
• 194 messages were sent to students from three different accounts registered off university servers.
• Voice operating out of pain, not being safe, not feeling seen or heard versus voice operating out of place of
fear
II. Executive Reports
President Spencer Schiller reported that the Code of
Conduct reveal with Dean Clifford is next Tuesday, April
17 from 7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. in Benson 401. He is
working on an anti-Semitism condemnation resolution.
He met with Kirt Gonzales about his new website and
book. He also recognized that some students felt threatened by the Sixth Circle blog post.
Speaker of the House Kiya Khalil reported that the
new Cabinet will be finalized soon. She is waiting on the
Media for the study spot video.
Treasurer Sydney Packard reported that she is presenting a budget bill to the Senate for its approval.
Chief of Staff Parth Vaidya said Senators can send
Sixth Circle questions to Dean Goldstein.
Staff Adviser Tim Wilkinson reported that Shag on the
Mag tickets are $20 and rising. He is piloting the Sense
of Belonging Assessment with 12 groups to determine
if students feel that they belong in their organizations.

in a civil and academic

('you are not safe here,' 'your days are
numbered'

and 'welcome

to hell')

has

taken away from what seem to be legitimate concerns about the wellbeing of the
Wake Forest community."
Schiller also corrected specific points
of the article, noting that some of their

Reports

Academic Committee reported that Faculty Appreciation Week is this week. It is having students write thankyou notes to their professors in front of the Pit.
Campus Life is working with Physical Planning to initiate a food bank drive for appealing parking tickets.
Diversity and Inclusion reported that its Lean on Me
event will likely take place next fall.
Physical Planning met with the head of Facilities to finalize the outdoor classroom behind ZSR and is working
on a dining appreciation event before year ends.
Public Relations reported that the Resident Student
Association is working on getting table tennis tables in
Babcock and Bostwick and is working on a screen proposal to replace bulletin boards in residence halls.
IV. Senator Reports
Bruce Haywood and Danny Reeves presented on sustainability at Wake Forest. They benchmarked against
other schools like Duke to show that Wake Forest is
behind. Student Government should set a precedent by
institutionalizing
sustainabiliry structurally, perhaps in
the Student Government Constitution. Student Government can work on picnic benches in Campus Garden,
partnering with Auxiliary Services and leadership for
sustainability.
V. New Business
Senate Bill 21: Budget Allocations

-

passed unani-

mously.
VI. Sixth Cirde

nature,"

Discussion

with Tim Wilkinson

• University not searching everyone's emails.
• There is not an "imminent physical threat."
• University is working with Winston-Salem Police.
• Emotional and mental harm, students' needs, group

points are misinformed. He pointed out
that a holistic curriculum review is already underway encouraging a greater
emphasis on liberal arts. Further, that
a Code of Conduct

review will be pub-

lished on April 17 and actively sought the
advice of students. Finally, he added that
Aramark is implementing
a minimum
wage of $11.1 O/hour to all Wake Forest
employees.
While the campus was chattering

with

talk about the Sixth Circle on Monday, a
range of emotions were heard as the message was ultimately a criticism of the student body. Students voiced fear, humor
and even criticisms of how they delivered
their message, noting

that some of the

underlying points were valid.
"The email
initiated
conversation
purely based on the fact that it was provocative," senior Chris Pearcey said. "Instead of taking an opportunity to foster
a constructive dialogue, the authors were
focused on having an overaggressive, uncompromising verbiage which ultimately
weakened the piece's potential effect."

outreach, individual resources, beginning conversation
about needs.
• Police are at "heightened state of alert" and "prepared to move very quickly."
• What can Student Government do? - Assess students for the CARE Team and address constituent concerns.
• The harassment section of Code of Conduct is under
revision.
• On mental health - there are never enough professionals.
• Is the University doing everything it can? - i.e.
chalking concern.
VII. Constituent

Concerns

• Forest Greens salad Old Gold has changed - cucumbers and tomatoes not among options.
• Very late registration times and Biology lottery for
pre-registration.
VIII. Announcements
• Panel discussion on Earth Day to be held off until
fall.
• CHARGE proposal about handicap inaccessibility
on campus.
• Thank-you cards for professors.
• Ballroom Dance lessons - 7:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. in
lower Sutton Center on this Thursday, April 12
• Campus Day this Friday, April 13 from 3:00 p.m.
to 4:0~ p.m. on Quad and the following Friday at the
same time.
• Volunteering and :
.
I rn.
InterOlng for congressiona ca
pa:g~s of D~ Adams and Jenny Marshall.
ongresslOnal primary on May 8 _ register to vote
Senate
• Resolution 5: Co-.
tainab TeE
sponsorship with the Office of Sus
I Ity ror anh Week
.
• Senate R I·
- passed unanimouslyeso Utlon 6· C
M arc h for
Our L·
. o-sponsorship for
Ives - passed unanimously.
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Conference brings together students and scholars
The Department of Communication
hosted its 17th biennial day of
workshops, panels and speeches
BYAMBER MONROE
Contributing Writer
monrak17@wfu.edu
This year marked 35 years of the biennial Wake Forest Universtiy Argumentation
Conference, which elicits scholars, students
and other individuals that have a genuine
interest in the progress of communication
and scholarship in argumentation.
On Friday, April 6, scholars in the field
of communication
traveled to the Wake
Forest campus from around the world to
present their research while engaging their
audiences.
Not only was the three-day event filled
with panels of academics, it also included
workshops led by world-renowned argu-

mentation scholars such as Thomas Goodnight, David Hingstman and Franz van
Eemeren.
In addition, there were various opportunities for all attendees to engage in social
interaction with people of similar intellectual interest. The conference also included
a banquet and several receptions to foster
community and conversation.
Students in the "Great Teachers" course
taught by Dr. Alessandra Von Burg played
a large role in planning and organizing the
conference, along with hosting the three
"Great Teachers."
Over the course of this semester, the
students studied the works of Dr. Takeshi
Suzuki, Dr. Sara Rubinelli and Dr. Gordon
Mitchell and later hosted the three keynote
speakers for the event.
The keynote speakers all spoke on research
in their areas of expertise. Suzuki offered his
research on "Arguments as Potential" and

Rubinelli discussed "Argumentation in Online Healthcare Communication."
After presenting on "The Hippocratic
Turn in Digital Design," Mitchell, a Wake
Forest alum, expressed enthusiasm about
being back at his alma mater for the event.
Additionally, he was adamant in stressing
the importance of the Argumentation Conference.
"I think this is a very important conference," Mitchell said. "Partly because we
have to figure out ways to actively involve
undergraduate students in the research enterprise. Initiatives like this link together
undergraduates with scholars in a way that
introduces the students to the process of research, which is very important."
Mitchell is a personal witness of the great
amount of growth in Wake Forest Debate,
communication and in the conference.
"This is reminding people that argumentation has a scholarly interface," Mitchell

said. "It has relevance and sophisticated rigorous analysis of argumentative artifacts."
Many Wake Forest students, faculty and
alumni participated as panelists and presenters. Communication
faculty members
Dr. Jarrod Atchison and Dr. Michael Hazen
spoke on panels to represent Wake Forest.
Undergraduates Varun Reddy (,19), Char
Van Schenck (,19) and Kate Shapiro (,19)
along with graduate students Pablo Gannon
(,19) and Chloe Pearson ('19), all served on
panels among distinguished scholars in communication.
Dr. Mitchell provided advice for students
pursuing higher education in communication and otherwise. "Networking is possible
and really rewarding," Mitchell said. "You're
able to reach out to scholars in other parts of
the world, make contact and suggest collaboration, and share your interests that can really yield a kind of connection that can make
academic study more sustainable, more enriching and more valuable."

Bike share program provides alternate transportation
Re-Cycle program allows students
and faculty to rent bicycles on
campus forthe semester
BY MAHEEN HASNAIN
Contributing Writer
hasnms15@wfu.edu
Everyone has those days when they just
don't feel like walking to class on the other
side of campus. Some students drive their
cars and park closer, but what effect might
this have on the environment?
These were some of the thoughts of Alyshah Aziz, a Wake Forest alum.
"I kind of found [driving] to be a little
absurd," Aziz said, who graduated in 2016.
"[usr driving three minutes for c~nvenlence when it would probably be quicker
to walk anyway."
So she decided to take action.
As a freshman, Aziz came up with the
idea of a bike share program and took it
to Dedee Johnston, the chief sustainability
officer.
"She said at least twO people per month
come to her and pitch the idea of a bike
share," Aziz said. "Nothing ever comes out
of it." But that didn't stop her.
Aziz was a part of CHARGE!, a .leadership organization on campus. W!th h~r
group, she began working on creaung this
program.

Amanda Wilcox/Old Gold & Black

Re-CycJe racks are found near
residence halls, the ZSR and gym.
Bike share programs have become popular in some cities, including Winston-Salem. Zagster is a bike share program with
bike stations located in three areas of the
city that people can check out at an hourly
rate.
In a world where the climate is being
affected negatively by carbon emissions,
switching from a car to a bike would be
a better solution in the long run. A 2015
study by the Institute for Transportation
and Development Policy showed that if 14
percent of travel in the world's cities was

Speaker Paul Ryan announces,
he will not seek re-election
said on April
Spe ak er 0f t h e H ouse Paul Ryan (R-WI)
h'd
It
11 that he will not seek re-election in t e ~1 thr~t ections in November endin~ his brief tenure 111: t e ouse
,
ib
did tes for hIS successor
of Representatives. PoSSl .e ~an 1 der Kevin McCarthy
have included House maJonty leaS
S l' e (R LA)
[ority whip teve ca IS
.
(R -C)A an d H ouse maJon
t will trigger adIt is also thought that his announcemen
ditional Republican retirements.

done by bicycle by 2050, carbon emissions
would be 11 percent lower.
After months of hard work, including
biweekly office visits with Johnston and a
campus-wide research survey to assess demand, Re-Cycle came into fruition. Aziz
was a junior by then.
Re-Cycle is now headed by the Office of
Sustainability and Outdoor Pursuits. The
program is open to the entire Wake Forest community where students, faculty and
staff can rent out a bike for the semester.
The Office of Sustainability posts a
Google Form at the beginning of the semester for bike rentals, which are available
on a first come, first serve basis. A small fee
covers maintenance, repairs and storage. A
new bike is $10 for the semester and a refurbished bike is $5.
Instead, it turns out, students using the
program aren't as focused on the environment as much as other reasons.
"I cannot get anywhere without my bike
now," said senior Emily Claire Mackey, a
Re-Cycle bike intern. "I just don't know
how to allocate time at this point because
I'm so used to it."
Students often rent bikes for the convenience and the ease of travel around campus.
"I can easily just hop on my bike and go
wherever I need to on campus," said Kayla
Heilig, a junior who takes part in the program. "I joined the program not necessar-

ily for sustainability reasons, but 1 felt like
1 was being active."
The Office of Susrainabiliry doesn't have
a way of tracking a difference of carbon
emissions on campus since the program
started, but it's apparent that the bike
share has gained a lot of traction from the
high demand of bikes.
"One thing I know the program struggles with is being able to provide enough
bikes," Heilig said. "I wish more students
could get them."
This is partly due to funding and space
for the bikes.
"Our biggest goal has just been getting
our fleet size, in terms of number of bikes,
to meet the demand," Mackey said. "We
have never marketed our program before
and just through word of mouth we have
so many people who want to use it."
The success of this program can be seen
through the demand of bikes.
"I think it's important to have this longterm and short-term rental option," Aziz
said. "It's especially helpful for international students because they don't have
cars."
Whatever the reason may be for using
Re-Cycle, students seem to be finding
some benefit.
"I really like the program's commitment
to getting student's the bikes they need,"
Heilig said.

\Worst-ever' Algerian plane
crash kills 257 on Wednesday

Trump warns 'missiles will-be
coming' to Syria, taunts Russia

In what was Algeria's worst-ever plane crash, 257 people have died. The plane, an Ilyushin 11-76 (a military
aircraft), was carrying primarily soldiers and their families when it crashed. The crash occured just after taking
off from a base near the capital, Algiers. Among the dead
were reported 10 crew members as well as an estimated
30 Western Saharans. The flight was destined for Tindouf, a town close to the border of Western Sahara.

President Trump warned on April 11 that U.S. airstrikes on Syria "will be coming" in retaliation for a suspected chemical attack, although he did not say when.
He also taunted Syrian ally Russia for threatening to
shoot down American missiles. It represented the first
acknowledgement that Syria could become a proxy battleground for the Cold War adversaries. Russia is Syrian
President Bashar al-Assad's most serious defender.
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Dreams

Coping with the impossible pain of dreams
From dreams, you remember
only snapshots of hyperbole,
but the streaks of emotion are
of the disturbing type."

We ought to embrace the
lingering sentiments that
dreams saddle us with

Kyle Ferrer
Staff Columnist
ferrka16@wfu.edu

The emotional residue of a dream can be
a devastating start to the day. Often, the
vague shards of dreamy memory pierce
you with powerful feelings, ones of an unconscious reality shattered by the onerous
weight of the real. Usually, it is a sense of
loss, a sense of saddening awe at the reality
that you aren't "dating this girl, crushing
that class, etc." It is a very prickly sense of
waking up in bed emotionally motionless,
and subsequently emotionally beaten, by
the sur-realities of a dream.
Dreams can be positive (you did indeed
date the girl, were freely expressing passion, and so forth), or they can be negative (in the dream you mourned in a
deeper, less-regulated way the sadness of
your reality). They weave a world of ere-

ated metaphor for the unspoken feelings
of your life.
Either way, both positive and negative
dreams usually result in a waking moment
filled with that exact dreamlike reality,
and perhaps provide for a joyful interlude
(in the case of the positive experience).
You well with the prospect of the day, but
soon such happy falsehoods ebb away into
sadness. The realization that your dreamy
happiness is not an objective truth is
crushing, a bait-and-switch so incensing,
your eyes can tear up in indignant anger.
But the most devastating are the negative dreams. You go from the thoughtless seconds of awakening, climbing from
unconsciousness
to consciousness,
to
vague remembrances besotted not with
pure content, but with an overwhelming,
leaden grief transported from the dream
world into your real one. The metaphor
I think of is driving through torrential
rain. You awake, and for a second are suspended in a thoughtless void, much like

the seconds driving under an overpass
in a storm. Then, the deluge comes, and
you are soaked with feelings of intense
pain and sadness. It is, I think, one of the
most profoundly sad moments of human
existence, because you are wrenched from
horror only to be awoken and thrown into
the horror of actual existence, paralyzed
by blankets, forced to confront the massive discomforts of your actual life.
There may be something redeeming
about this act of confrontation, but in the
moment there is nothing but sadness, and
even in retrospect I see nothing to cheer.
Certain feelings race, like a spider scurrying to weave its web, all the way out to
your fingertips. But the sad feelings, they
tend to cause your body to shrink from
the world and from the feeling itself, like
cells clustering around a tiny ball. They
extend to an even more profound place,
one of essentialized reality and reductive
thought.
From dreams, you remember only snapshots of hyperbole, but the streaks of emotion are of the disturbing type. They seem
to be able to extend sentiments right to
the edge of possible feeling, forming tragedy from their plausibility. In dreams,
tears slowly chug down your face like rain-

drops on a window. Acts of simple import,
a person leaving a room, conjectu~e abo~t
where they may have gone, spurs mcredlble emotion. It is hard to describe, because
the nature of dreams is ephemeral. Their
content fades. But their indelible impressions, their emotional imprints, can throw
reality into a maudlin heap, color it in a
depressive pall.
This may sound like a depressed teenager's journal entry, but the idea is to attune
us to the nuances of our feelings, and by
extension the nuances of life. Most people
do not reflect on their dreams. They have
their moments of emotional pin-prickery,
and then sublimate everything as they go
about their lives. To read this, to reflect on
it, as Thomas Pynchon says, is a "progressive knotting into," an investment in life
and its human dimensions. I exhort you
to live a like a "mad one," at least for a
moment, and think about yourself. Tear
up, cry, smile, think.
I have had pleasant dreams, but the ones
that linger to this day are of lost love. I
wake up, let out a breath, and sink into
my bed, tearing up at the notion of .my
impossible happiness. But still, it's an Impossibility worth thinking about.

US Census

u.s. Census must
The scary addition to the vital
questionnaire muddles statistics regarding US citizenship

Amanda Wilcox
Staff Columist
wilcaf16@wfu.edu

In twO years, far too many Americans may
not be counted. News broke last week that
the U.S Census Bureau, which is overseen
by the Department of Commerce, has been
directed to include a question asking respondents whether or not they are citizens when it
conducts its next head count in 2020. While
the Trump administration contends that the
question will help the Department ofJustice
prevent voting rights violations by identifying eligible voters and, by implication,
those not eligible to vote - the reality is that
many undocumented immigrants and even
green-card holders may fear that completing
the census form could put them at-risk of deportation. As a result, they may choose to not
be counted at all.

not ask about citizenship

Worse, the path to this decision was appalling and characteristically ham-handed. Because tiny modifications to census questions
can have giant effects with 10 years of lingering impact, most new questions are rigorously tested for years in advance. Except for this
one. It was simply announced by Secretary of
The decennial count of U.S. residents is the Commerce Wilbur Ross, some nine months
Constitution's first official job for the govern- after the Census Bureau was supposed to
ment - it's mandated just five sentences into
have finalized the list of questions.
our founding charter to conduct an "actual
In addition, the pretext of the decision just
enumeration" of both citizens and noncitidoesn't add up. The Department of Justice
zens living in the country. It is used to apporhas been enforcing the Voting Rights Act
tion the 435 seats in the House of Represen- without access to such data on citizenship
tatives among the states, is referenced when
for decades; the last time a citizenship quesstate legislatures redraw political boundaries
tion was asked was in 1950, 15 years before
and is also used to allocate billions of dol- the Act became law. And precedent squares
lars in federal grants. If the citizenship ques- with immigrants' fears of information being
tion has a chilling effect on participation, the turned over to other government agencies.
consequences of a severe population underDuring World War I, the Census Bureau
count would be wide-ranging and long-lastshared with the military information about
ing. Government agencies and other groups young men who were of draft age. During
who rely on the census - many of which
World War II, it shared the names and adprovide services to immigrant and minority
dresses of Japanese-Americans living on the
populations - would have faulty data. The west coast to help the military relocate them
undercount would also lead to inaccurate
to internment camps after the attack on Pearl
congressional apportionment
that would
Harbor - one of the worst violations of
likely advantage Republicans, as several blue Constitutional rights in U.S. history.
Fortunately, though, the Commerce Destates such as California have dense immipartment announcement was met with a
grant populations.

"

At best, the addition of this
question indicates extreme
recklessness and disregard for
proper statistical accuracy."

swift legal retaliation. Led by Eric Schneiderman, New York's attorney general, a largely
-Democratic coalition of 17 state attorneys
general and seven cities filed a lawsui~ ~n
April 3, 2018 to prevent the Trump admInIStration from including the citizenship qu~stion. In the lawsuit - filed in the U.S. DIStrict Court for the Southern District of New
York - the coalition argued that adding the
question would depress the response to the
census by noncitizens and their relatives,
thwarting the Constitution's requirement ~f
an "actual enumeration" of the nation's resrdents.
At best, the addition of this question indicates extreme recklessness and disregard for
proper statistical accuracy. At worst, it is a
weaponization of statistics for political ends
and a violation of a basic Constitutional
command. Executing the census - and executing it accurately and well - is not just
an academic exercise. To be counted is to
be seen and heard; it is to secure a place in
the American story. In our present moment,
when many of those who share this country
l~ve daily under the sting of marginalization and fear of deportation there is safer:}'
in n~bers: What better wa; for the Trump
admInistration to undermine that strength
by undermining a COUntin the first place?
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Stylistic choices detract from campus-wide email
Incend ia ry email ra ises pertinent issues but does so in
an irresponsible way

Chris Pearcey
Staff Columnist
pearcd14@wfu.edu

Absurd,
combative,
impractical
these (among many more) are descriptors that I've overheard on campus for
the recent manifesto published by the
Sixth Circle. In the blog post titled
"You Are Not Safe Here," the authors
detail their antipathy
for the culture
and institutions
at Wake Forest and
clarify
certain
'demands.'
Among
these demands
are the democratiza~ion of campus politics,
freedom of
Ideas, better treatment
of service people on campus, the end of Greek life
and an overhaul
of the current curriculum.
While
the manifesto
does
bring up numerous
relevant
issues,
the way in which the authors present
them undermines
the potential
cogency of their argument.
I think the
?est adjective in describing the article
IS misguided.
Do not get it confused, I do believe
that the authors bring to light nurner-

"

What does screaming look
like? I would like to know but
have a feeling that this question will not be answered."

ous areas where Wake Forest has an
opportunity
for improvement.
The
service people need to be treated better - one only has to look at their
recent struggles
for adequate
transportation
and job security to see that
their safety and wellbeing are not appropriately
prioritized.
Sexual assault
is an issue and needs to be addressed
in a frank and transparent
manner,
involving
students,
faculty and administration.
Unfortunately,
various
elements of their argument(s)
undercut the change the five authors want
to see. Ad hominem
attacks, aggressive rhetoric and anonymity
severely
weaken the authors'
purpose behind
the article and make individuals
(especially individuals
within the specific circles criticized
in the blog post)
turned off to a constructive
conversation that could improve the dynamics
mentioned
in the article.
Throughout
the blog post the authors engaged in personalized
attacks
that diminishe
the legitimacy
of the
arguments
provided.
Objectively,
criticizing
the content
of aGE does
nothing to serve the stated goal of fa-

cilitating
the broadening
of nuanced
political discussions
on campus. Furthermore,
essentially
calling the staff
at The wake Forest Review racist is
unproductive
concerning
the authors'
proposed
demands
and is borderline
libelous.
Even with the many issues
I have with The Wake Forest Review,
I commend
them for creating an alternate medium
for opinion.
Maybe
a better way of addressing
the issue
of the stagnant
and unrepresentative politics of our campus would be
to establish one's own publication
or
submit your own opinion to the aGE
or WFR, instead of using ad hominem
attacks on those who are actually fostering civil discourse on campus.
The anonymity
of the blog post is
also a glaring issue. These 'demands'
were made
without
direction.
To
whom can someone
open to a dialogue go and converse about the concerns raised? A reoccurring
motif in
the manifesto
was the varied use of
'scream.'
What does screaming
look
like? I would like to know, but have a
feeling that this question will not be
answered. Look, I realize that the intended purpose was to facilitate conversation, but at the same time history
tells us that solely starting a dialogue
is not enough. Dialogue followed by
suitable
action is how change happens. With the anonymity
and reclu-

siveness of the authors, this will prove
to be difficult if not impossible.
The rhetoric
used is also hindersome. An aggressive and uncompromising tone rarely makes an opposing
party embrace discussion.
Instead, it
polarizes individuals
further, making
change that much harder to come by.
Additionally,
allusions to Hell and the
vague threat that the authors come in
"relative"
peace give the complaints
an ominous
tone that distracts
from
the general message. Most importantly, the pairing of playing the part of
the victim while engaging in the previously-mentioned
aggression
misses
the mark. When these two traits are
paired it damages stated beliefs and
turns them into a list of complaints.
I am and will always support anyone
who publicly states their convictions,
but when the conditions
of identification aren't met, in my opinion the
gravitas of an author's
argument
is
lessened. The use of personal attacks
furthermore
delegitimizes
convictions
and the antagonistic
rhetoric is useless
in a practical sense. The issues raised
by "Heretics
of the Sixth Circle"
aren't unfounded.
In fact, they raise
numerous
points that the university
and students should strive to improve
upon. Regrettably,
the arguments
listed in the manifesto are misguided and
counterproductive.

The Sixth Circle

Sentiments of email broadly reflect student body
The particulars of the Sixth (ircl
email are uneffectively executed/ but the sentiments ring true
Chris Verrill
Staff Columnist
verrcd16@wfu.edu

Admittedly, I am jaded. Sarcasm has
t~ken precedent over authenticity in my
bfe. The massive and lurching System the lethargic modes of oppression, the
structures of authority - has .wo~n me
OUt. At some point, being genullle III the
face of a blind and cold bureaucracy was
not worth it. Engaging in good faith ~se~hausting, especially when the ot_her Side IS
not. All of this is to say: I have lmle-to-no
confidence in institutions.
. So, when I got an email from the (notor~ously risk-averse) Office of CommUlllcatlons regarding the sixth circle blogp,?st,
I cannot say I expected to see anythl~g
S~ocking. Therefore, when I read the ~Iatribe, I was surprised to find some kind
of manifesto. The edgy font, the allUSion
t? Dante, the patronizing rhetoncal ql!estlons, the subtitle "Welcome to Hell, Here~ics," someone going by the name "Luc~fer." It is easy to simQly not engage, to
disregard the writers as hinge: t.o laugh off
the aesthetic the way we satlnze Tumblr

"

We have not 'lost the ability tions, nostalgia is a powerful fuel for those
private donations, and the rolling of the
to care for each other.' This quad is a tradition that reminds donors
represents a romanticized
that the Wake Forest they are supporting
is the same Wake Forest that tliey went
view of history."
to. In the same vein, I suspect (but have

blogs titled ".:» Welcome To My Twisted
Mind~~." But, I think, much ofthe blog
is worth enga{;ing. in ~ecause there. is a
sentiment of dissatisfaction here that ISreflected more broadly in the student body
(even if particulars are not).
The problem with dissatisfaction, however is that there is rarely an easy fix (or
any'fix at all). The first couple of lines lay
out the thesis of the blog post: "We cannot scream about injustice ... the grindstone of our academic work ... [or the]
depressive cycles of our social lives:" Academic work IS mentally and emotionally
exhausting. ~eing ~ social creature .can
also be fatigulllg. "Injustice IS maddening.
So: what to do about all of it?
If I had the answers, I would probably not be ~ undergrad. But, with t~is
in mind, let s engage With some specifics brought up. The rolling of the quad,
decried as "wasteful," is exactly how the
blosgers describe it. To anyone _thin~ng
critically about the matter, throwing toilei
paper on trees is obviously wasteful, even
more so than simply throwing it in the
garbage, because we need to pay pe()l?le
to get ladders and clean the mess up. The
reason it endures is also obvious to anyone
thinking critically about the matter: Wake
Forest is run primarily off of private dona-

no way of confirming) that Wake Forest
has a stronp financial incentive to sustain
Aramark's ' ~on~poly over our dining and
catenng options that the bloggers disparage.
This is to say that institutions
hate
change and that moving them requires so
much. I would not be surprised to learn
that Aramark and Wake Forest exploit
their workers in ways alleged in this blog
post. I would not be surprised to learn
of systemic sexual harassment in fraternity lounges. Similarly, I don't doubt that
groups like THRiVE are too weak to deal
with sexual assault; but here, I arrive at a
stop, a place I must part with the bloggers. More people are acting in good faith
than they allege. People that work at Wake
Forest legitimate!y want to stop sexual harassment. The "figureheads" in charge of
various political groups on campus genuinely befieve they are doing good. The "diversity and inclusion" cirdes, despite their
failings, were created because Wake Forest
needed diversity and inclusion circles.
The bloggers are dissatisfied, even furious; they want to "break free" of the
myriad bureaucratic institutions at Wake
Forest. They criticize the "boring mediocrity" of the aGE, the "holier-than-thou
farce" of the democratic socialists, and the
"paralyzed" college political parties. The

problem, ~owever, is that by criticizing but
not en~~
.~th organizations on campus
(and melr cnncisms are not without ground),
they open themselves up to similar criticism
By ~nurnerating the reasons that everything
else ISnot good, they establish themselves as a
structure (something like ''The Anarchy Bloggers") that they claim is good. I do not want
to say that these bloggers do not make good
points, because they do, and many changes
can and should be pursued. In a sense, however, th~ h~ve become the thing they hate:
an organtzatlon that refuses to listen to the
outside. In another sense still, by writing a
post and estab~shing a "they," they fail themselves: they build a s~~e
for something
structureless, an organIZation for an emotion
that cannot be organized.
. SO?Ie final, scattered, thoughts (because it
I~taxJ~g and wornsome to en~e with a post
titled You Are Not Safe Here '): we have not
"lost the ability to care for each other." This
represents a rom:mticized view ofhistory (not
~oo long ago, this countty was in a civil war);
instead, we :ue anl9)' as we hav~ always been
(sympathr IS an ideal to connnually strive
toward). am an advocate for real, genuine
conversation, but discourse cannot save humanity. The aGE is, in fact, boring at times'
that boringness is intrinsic and valuable in.~
campus newspaper. I went to a well-attended
talk a couple of weeks ago about a feminist
view of women's participation in the labor
mar~et in ~e Glo?al South ..And, finally, be
caunous of lllcluding rhetoncal questions in
your blogposts - you may be assuming
too much about your reader.
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Letter to the Editor

University officials continue to fail the faculty
In my 36 years at Wake Forest, three
items have regularly been on the faculty's agenda for things ~he admi!lis~ration collld do to improve Its lot: bnngmg
salaries up to the level of the universities
to which we compar.e ourselves; developing a regular sabbatical program so that
all tenured faculty can have regular leaves;
and providing a day-care center for the
many people who work on campus.
In die past, it had always been hoped
that one of Wake Forest s capital campaigns would raise funds for one or
more of these causes. Even without such
an effort the administration
promised
the facultY more than a decade ago that it
would raise faculty salaries to the level of
our peers. This has n~ver happened ..
It is telling, I think, that President
Hatch's capital campaign never included
any of these items on its agenda. As a mat-

"That

Wake Forest would fail
properly to compensate the faculty and staff ... who do the most
to make it thrive ... is scandal."

ter of fact, the administration has been so
indifferent to faculty concerns that few
professors even bother to bring up a sabbatical program or a day-care center anymore.
That leaves compensation,
but again,
there is no indication that there is any
effort to raise faculty salaries. As I noted
in an earlier editorial, the administration
regularly informs us that it has raised
$1.32 million for "faculty support and
programming," but this figure surely is
little more than flimflam. From the beginning, President Hatch has touted the

great wonders of having raised money for
10 Presidential Chairs, but this does little
or nothing for the remaining hundreds of
faculty. Somehow it is thought that the
presence of these new, major professors
will boost all of our spirits, but I m certain
most of us would prefer the pay raises we
were promised long ago.
Inasmuch as the administration
seems
unwilling to demonstrate how much of its
$232 million has been devoted to faculty
salaries and benefits, one can only assume
that it only includes funds for oneoff opportunities like a few Family Fellows and
grants for research and travel, the equivalent of the one-time bonuses some corporations gave to their employees after the
big tax cut rather than increasing wages,
a strategy that keeps salaries and benefits
depressed over time.

Once more: most of the faculty would be
grateful for a clear reckoning of the su~s
from the capital campaign that have tangrbly increased the welfare of the professors
on camEus, especially salaries and benefits.
Short of such evidence, we can only conclude that there has never been any real
interest in improving the lot of the tac~ty
in spite of the fact that the #12 ranking
in "Best Undergraduate Teaching" in the
US News & World Report analysis of US
colleges and universities is a III:ajor reason
why Wake Forest does so well m that survey. That Wake Forest would fail properly
to compensate the faculty and staffwho do
the most to make the university "thrive" in
the midst of its otherwise grandiose plans
is nothing short of a scandal.
Jim Hans
English Department

The Sixth Circle

Campus critique plagued by hyperbole provides ineffective satire

While satire can be an effective form of social critique, The Sixth Circle fails

Jack Portman
Staff Columnist
portjt17@wfu.edu

We're all sinners in the hands of an angry
Mod. If a freeWordpress account could impart
eternal damnation unto Hell's fiery abyss, the
Deke brothers would be throwing a "perdarry"
(perdition/party) this Saturday.
The fire and brimstone prose brought to us
by my edgy middle school Twnblr aesthetic requested sweeping democratic reform and that
we be a little nicer to the baristas, but ultimately
will not affect change in any capacity due to its
laughably purple rhetoric. "You Are Not Safe
Here" addresses several important concerns,
but this manifesto for the "invisible,obfuscated
bodies" who can't get into frat parties won't resonate with the greater srudent body.

"

I'm always game for a little productive dissent... but even then Iprefer
a more accessible vernacular than
that of the new-world colonist."

reform, but one not deserving of such an offensivelytone-deaf accusation. And to follow such
an illegirimarecriticism by deeming themselves
our figurative Virgil, Dante Alighieri's fictional
guide through HetI in the Divine Comedy and
literature's ideal of perfect wisdom and reason,
But maybe I'vejust never been one for sym_ reflects the fundanientally paradoxical, wholly
self-righteous mess of ignorance, ~o, and exphonic screams of dissonance. I'm alwaysgame
cess that is "YouAre Not Safe Here.
for a little productive dissent here and there but
But Che Guevara knew that revolutions live
even then I prefer a more accessiblevernacular
and die by the supportive masses they accrue,
than that of the new-world colonist. Sunday's that, "each one of us, alone, is worth nothing."
blog post isan illustrativeexample of flowery diaWhile our hellish heroes of hubris didn't quite
logue rendering an idea vagueand oversarurated.
have a touch on the pulse of campus life, their
It'sclearthat the satanicallypseudonymed scribes
pursuit is noble and just. The Sixth Circle has a
of "YouAre Not Safe Here" wish to force even
vision, and feds they speak for a demographic
more liberal arts upon "Chad from Pike," but
relegated to the fringes of social life by cirI'd say he'snot likelyto engage with their request
cwnstances of fear, introversion, disinterest, or
that he "remove [his] muzzle, and let the sound
otherwise. I have no doubt such a 'population
of [his] ~oicejoin [theirs]in a grand cacophon~" exists and has just as inherent a right to social
unless its 2 a.m. and that grand cacophony is
inclusion as the Dekes and Tri-Delts. Perhaps a
th~OriOUSlY melancholic party anthem, "Mr. revolution of sorts really is in order then. One
B' tside."
that represents the interests of those who won't
ore off-putting to the reader may be the arspeak or feel they aren't heard, but refrains from
ticle'sironically condescending tone. Posing the
meaningless rhetoric and misplaced aggression.
wild suggestion that sorority women are comTo the recluse with a revolutionary inkling
plicit in the epidemic of sexual assaultepitomized
rucked sincly away in Palmer or Piccolo, or
the authors' erraticallydisproportionate hatred of
the would-be social provocateur eari!J.ga lonely
Greek life,a surelyantiquated system in need of Pit dinner, don't let the misguided failures and

pervasive ridicule of "You Are Not Safe Here"
Clampen your voice. Maybe don't scream as
loud, and try to make fewer thesaurus.com
searches, but be vocal, articulate and reasonable
nonetheless and your cause will prevail.
.
Thirteen times and with various connotauon.
the 'Divine Wannabe' returns to an exhaustingly repetitive refrain, a figuratively underlying"scream that could not be expressed," And
while lacking in elegance and subtlety, this notion of pent-up thoughts and feelings fettered
into dormancy by fear and apprehension seems
so universal. But this fundamental human experience which lies at the core of The Sixth Circle's identity remains unexplored, as ''You Axe
Not Safe Here" busies itself employing ornate
rhetoric to slander frat bros, "Natty 0," and
"monopolies" of all kind.
So to Dante, Virgil, Beatrice, Lucifer and
Farinata, whom I refer to by their uncomfortably cringy aliases first for lack of their true
identities and then as symbolically associative0 f
all £ersons of socialdetachment at Wake Forest:
us God Damn Independents' need not wallow
in our relegation, but own and embrace and
enliven our little plots on the fringe. That said,
if the door guy at Alpha Sig turns you away;
you can kinda just sneak around through their
backyard.

Word on the Quad

What celebrity's child do you want to come to Wake?

"Jonathan Shulman"
Daniel Oberti f19)

"Stormi Jenner"

\\Jaden Smtth"

Jackson Blodgett r20)

Emma Beveridge C20)

"Brooklyn Beckham"
Taylor Knupp
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Reed earns first green jacket ofhis career
Spieth quickly came back to the
pack by double bogeying the first
and bogeying the second. On second
the day, Spieth was two-over, which
brought him back to four-over overall after two days. Meanwhile, Reed
BY DANIEL PACHINO
had another excellent day, shootNews Editor
ing 66 to get himself to. nine-u?~er
pachdb1S@wfu.edu
overall and a commandmg
posmon
entering the weekend.
For the ninth time in the past
Saturday was when the tournament
10 Major Championships
and the really became exciting. Reed confourth consecutive Masters tournatinued tearing up Augusta Nationment at Augusta National, a firstal, shooting
his third-consecutive
time major champion was crown~d.
round in the 60's - the only player
This time, it was 27-year-old Patrlck
in the tournament
to do so - with
Reed.
.
a five-under 67.
With countless young stars on this
Heading into Sunday, Reed had a
year's leaderboard coming into Sunstronghold over the tournament
at
day such as Jordan Spieth, Rory Me- 14-under with a three-shot lead over
Ilroy, Justin Thomas and Jon Rahm. second-place Rory McIlroy. Speakit was Reed who came out on top.
ing of Rory, he shot an amazing sixThe opening day of the M~sters,
under 65 to climb to within three
Thursday, April 12, was dominated
shots of the leader Reed on moving
by Spieth, who has made quite a day. Similarly, fan favorite Rickie
name for himself over the years. at Fowler also shot a 65 on Saturday to
Augusta.
Spieth shot an opell1~g
get to nine-under entering Sunday.
round of 66 to finish the day at SIXWith Reed and McIlroy in the fiunder, thanks to amazing five connal grouping, and having distanced
secutive birdies on holes 13 through
themselves from the rest of the pack,
the
Masters appeared to be a two17.
b hi d
Reed, however, was n?t far emf
man race on championship
Sunday,
after a very solid openmg round ~
with the potential for a surprise run
69 (three-under)
and was well-pOSI- by the likes of Fowler and Jon who
tioned for a weekend run.
were each a few shots behind McllMter entering Friday with a comroy.
manding lead on the tournament,

Twenty-seven-year-old
Patrick Reed won the Masters
title in Augusta last weekend

The final grouping of Reed and
McIlroy was all set to have plenty of
drama based on the history between
the two at the 2016 Ryder Cup,
when Reed defeated Rory in a passionate match for the ages.
Additionally,
in his post-round
press conference on Saturday, Mcllroy told reporters all the pressure was

on Reed, the man with the threeshot lead and no major victories.
As it turned out, Reed handled
that Masters Sunday pressure a great
deal better than McIlroy, who has
won every major championship
except the Masters.

See Master's, Page 15

Patrick Reed celebrates his succcessful putt on the 18th green of Augusta National Golf
Course last Sunday afternoon. Reed won the Master's Tournament 15 strokes under par.

Christian Beal shines in spring scrimmages
feature back and that the by-committee
philosophy may take a back seat moving into 2018.
Then came along the spring performance of redshirt freshman Christian
Beal, who spent all of 2017 under the
constraints of a redshirt.
BY KYLE TATICH
Beal, a native of Winston-Salem hailSenior Writer
ing
from East Forsyth High School, had
tatika14@wfu.edu
perhaps the most impressive spring of
In 2017 only four schools in the ACC any Demon Deaco?, e~pe~ially on the
offensive end. Playing m Just the secrushed for more yards ~han Wake F~~l~
ond and third scrimmages of the spring,
(Georgia Tech, LouiSVille, BostO;
lege and Clemson) as the groun game Beal rushed for a combined 164 yards
and four touchdowns, on just 25 cargave the Deacs 188 yards pe ~amh
ries, giving reason to believe that the
With improved experience an
.ept
Deacon running attack will have mulat offensive line, the by-comCmlblttee.
f . . Matt
urn, tiple faces once again in 2018.
runll1ng game
JunIOr
h
'Christian is going to be a really good
freshman Arkeern Byrd, sopw;0if,0r player for us," Clawson said. "He's a
Cade Carney and senior John . 0 ish home run threat. He's going to be in
became one of the most dynamiC rus - the mix. We have every type of back you
ing attacks in the conference.
.
can want. If we can keep Cade Carney,
After rushing for 134 yards ~gatnst Matt Colburn and Christian Beal all
"
. h D
' 42-32 victory,
Louisville
m t e eacs
11d healthy, we have three tailbacks that can
Colburn saw his number get Ncae
e
120 yards at otre do a lot of good things with the footmore often, goo d ror
d 150 ball. They're physical, they make people
Dame 237 yards at Syracuse anA&M
,
. tTexas
. miss and can run for big plays. That's
yards in bowl game agalns.
d exciting."
At the season's conclusion rt aPdPeahre. When Beal absorbed a hit at the goal
h d foun t elf
as though the D eacS a

Beal's performance i~ the
past scrimmage inspired
high hopes for 2018 season

d

°

°

d

line in his first scrimmage, an audible
yell of, "That's what I'm talking about,
baby," was screamed from Carney on
the sideline.
Beal shared after his first scrimmage
that Colburn and Carney have been
more than supportive of his offseason
success, tell him it is "his time to shine."
"We're all just one unit," Beal said.
"Matt and Cade definitely keep me
in line ... I look up to them because
they've been playing some of the best
college teams in the ACe. One day I
want to be just as good as them."
Beal's success this spring has proved
that Wake Forest will boast some serious depth at running back with the
number one issue potentially being
finding enough time on the field for
each of its backs.
Combined with red shirt sophomore
Kendall Hinton's rushing dual-threat at
the quarterback position, Wake Forest
should comfortably rush for at least 200
yards per game in 2018 and will likely
look to the running game to open up
the passing game, getting playmakers
like freshman Greg Dortch and freshman Scotty Washington involved.

As Wake Forest concludes its spring
practices, the coaches should feel great
about the possibilities of their running
game this season. The Deacs have a feature back in Colburn, but with so much
talent in the backfield, we will likely see
a by-committee effort from Wake Forest
in 2018.

Photo Courtesy

Christian Beal of Winston-Salem,
NC,
runs upfield during the spring scrimmage.
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Women's Golf Wins Bryan National Collegiate
On the individual competition side,
junior and captain Jennifer Kupcho
had a memorable weekend for her career, finishing first in the 21st-annual
tournament with an overall score of7272-71. Earning her second individual
top finish of the season and fifth of her
Wake Forest career, Kupcho tied the
school record with most titles earned in
a college career with five total. Kupcho
reflected that "it was awesome to see our
team pull through." She was the only
player to finish under par. Remarking
on the success of the team during the
weekend, the captain said, "we fought
for each other, making it a special way
to end the regular season."
Throughout the weekend; Furman,
Auburn, North Carolina and Wake Forest were neck-and-neck. As a team, the
Deacons were tied for ninth place after
the first round of play, shooting a 12over 300. During the second round, the
team was able to gain some momentum
to push them into third place at the end
of the first day of tournament play.
At the end of the first 36-hole day,
Migliaccio held the lead shooting
rounds of71 and 70 and held a respectable three holes under par while Kupcho was tied for third place. On Saturday, the Demon Deacons soared to
the top in the final round with 11 over

Last weekend, Wake Forest
co-hosted the tournament and
took home the trophy
BY LIZZIE SNYDER

Sports Editor
snydem15@wfu.edu
This past weekend, the Wake Forest
Women's Golf Team emerged victorious at the Bryan National Collegiate at
the Bryan Park Champions Course in
Greensboro, NC despite less-than-ideal weather conditions. Junior Monica
Schumacher, who finished with a score
of 78, described the April weather as,
"wrought with strong winds and rain,
but it was nice to see our team stick it
out and pull through for the win."
The Demon Deacons co-hosted the
21st-annual event with University of
North
Carolina-Greensboro,
which
hosted ten Top-40 ranked teams going
into the NCAA Division I Women's
Golf Tournament. As of April 5, the
Demon Deacons are tied for 14th place
with University of Washington in the
Division I golf standings. According to
this week's GoljStat rankings, freshman
Emilia Migliaccio and junior Jennifer
Kupcho were ranked No. 10 and No.
11, respectively, before the start of tournament play.

Photo Courtesy of Wake Forest Athletic Communications

The Wake Forest Women's Golf team poses with coaches after winning their last regular-season tournament last weekend at Bryan Park Champions Course in Greensboro.

299. While Kupcho finished first, Migliaccio finished in seventh place with
five strokes over par. Junior Mai Dechathipat finished 13 over par with a final
round score of 74. Lastly, Schumacher
finished the day with a 78.

With this Bryan National Collegiate
win under their belt, the Wake Forest Women's Golf team will move into
tournament play starting with the ACC
Championship at the Grandover Resort
in Greensboro starting on April 21.
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BY KARLEE SPIRIT
Contributing Writer
spirka14@wfu.edu
Hailingfrom Henrico, VA, junior Logan
Harvey has made a tremendous impact on
the Wake Forest Baseball program throughout his three years behind the plate.
As a sophomore, Harvey played in 62
games, making 59 starts both as a catcher
and as a designated hitter. He finished the
year with a .263 average and an appearanc~
in the Super Regionals to cap off the teams
successful 2011 season.
Rated as a top-500 prospect by Perfect
Game and the No. 15 recruit out of Virginia in 2015, Harvey is looking to
take his team to another Super Regional and beyond this year.

of a record crowd at home last season. I
was behind the plate for the championship game, and the game ended on a Griffin Roberts strikeout and I wound up on
the bottom of the dogpile. It was a pretty
iconic moment for us as a team
and for the program
as a
whole, so seeing stories
or pictures from that
run last year is a really special moment.

Karlee Spirit: What made you
want to play baseball? Who is your
role model in the baseball world?
Logan Harvey: It was my dad that made
me want to play baseball and the one
who introduced
me to it when I was really young. He played professional
baseball himself, so it was only natural I was
hitting a ball off a tee as a toddler, then
eventually playing organized baseball. ~s
for my role model, I'd have to say Yadle,r
Molina of the St. Louis Cardinals.
He s
pretty much the pinnacle of catching and
he's always been a guy to try and emulate.

KS: For all the curious

baseball
there, does it get tiring squatting
plus innings as a catcher?

fans out
for nine

LH: It was definitely an adjustment from
high school games that were seven inni~gs
to college games that are nine. Luckily
I've gotten used to it, but I can d~finitely tell the next morning when ~ ve
caught a game that went i.nto .extra innings or balls were deflecting mro me.
You definitely have more bruises than
. I d ~n 't
your teammates, but I enjoy It.
get tired in the games as much as I m
sore after games.
KS: What

is your favorite Wake
Forest baseball moment thus far?

LH: Without

a doubt winning
the
Winston-Salem
Regional
against West Virginia in front

I

I

)
~

KS:
What do you
like to do in
your free time?

LH: Free time is obviously extremely rare, but
when I have some down
time I generally spend it playing videogames, fishing and even
cooking to be completely honest.
All three kind of give me a chance to
relax and get my mind off a bad game
I may have had or even just doing those

Wake Forest track and field perform
in High Point VertKlasse meet

10

10;

KS: What

is the key to a good
ship between you and a pitcher?

Personal Profile

relation-

Hometown: Henrico, VA

LH: Communication

and trust go handin-hand without a doubt. There's a lot of
faith you put in a guy to throw the pitch
you called and expect in the split-second
of a 95 mph fastball, and a lot of faith he
puts in me that I'll catch it. It's not just
pitch-calling,
but knowing when a pitcher isn't in a good rhythm or isn't having
his best day is huge.
You have to be able to adapt and get
the best out of your pitcher. Griffin
Roberts has thrown to me for almost
three years now and we joke that I can
figure out what pitch he wants just by
how he stands on the mound or how he
looks at me. There's a lot of stuff going
on in the 60 feet between a pitcher and
myself.

High School:
Douglas Freeman HS

Position: Catcher

Class: Junior

KS: What

is the one thing that you
know now that you wish you knew as
a freshman?

Bats/Throws: RightJRight

LH: On a more serious note, I'd say
just the idea that it's alright to have a
bad day or feel overwhelmed
with everything.
There is so much change in your life
already with just going to college in a
new place with new people, and adding
a division I sport just compounds
this.
For a lot of people, it's the first time
baseball or school didn't just come
naturally,
but that's completely
okay
and that's what I try to remind all the
freshman
when they get here. I've
been through rough patches, and so
has everyone.
It makes me feel accomplished
when my guys will come up to
me just to ask questions
about
classes or life or really anything,
because that means I can be a
person to go to if they're feeling
worried or stressed or whatever
it may be.
If I can help then I'll do
anything for these guys, and if
I can't then I'll point them in
the direction of someone that
can.

Height: 5' 11"

Weight: 200

Photo courtesy of Wake Forest Athletic Communications

Wake Forest baseball wins key ACC series
2-1 against No.1 0 Duke Blue Devils

well

, en's and women's track and field
Last Friday the Wake Foresfits ~h
d four event tides at the
d . t p five lOIS es an
teams earne rune 0 The ti 1 were achieved by junior
High Point VertKla~se mee~. .~~t e:enior Max Adams in the
Alexandria Florent
the high J
100m and junior Emma
discus, freshman Noah Shulf
e will be able to catch the
Gallagher in the 400m.hu~ ~s. ins April 13-14.
Deacs at the Charlotte IOvnanona on

things with my teammates that help grow
the friendships we all have.
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Athletic Communications

Last Monday the Demon Deacons successfully clinched
another series, this time against the top-15 Duke Blue Devils
in the rubber game at the David F. Couch Ballpark. Sophomore Colin Peluse was instrumental in the victory, scattering
three runs in rwo innings and striking out five Blue Devils.
Over the weekend, the Demon Deacons will travel to Boston
College to take another ACC foe.

Athletic Communications
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Strong fantasy baseball picks emerge
Beninrendi was batting a mere .160
with only one extra base hit (which
had, coincidentally, come the night before). However, Benintendi began to
look like his old self last night. He had
two extra base hits, doubling his total
BY JONATHAN BELL
on the year, including a two-run triple
Staff Writer
belljh15@wfu.edu
which helped get the offense started. It
looks like Bcnintendi was merely in a
With the baseball season finally un- small slump rather than against the wall
derway, it's time to give a few tips about that many players seem to hit in their
how to improve your fantasy baseball sophomore campaign. I'd hop on "Benteams for the rest of the season. Given intendi Island" sooner rather than later
we're about twO weeks into the season, and snatch him up for the cheaper price
buy low/sell high players can now be before he begins to rake as the season
indentified. Let's get into it.
goes on.

Andrew Benintendi and
Elvis Andrus could be high
fantasy performers

Buy Low: Andrew Benintendi,
Boston Red Sox

OF,

Oh boy, the Red Sox bats are cooking. After a 14-1 drubbing of the Yankees at Fenway last Tuesday, the new
look Red Sox are off to an absolutely
blazing hot start. After dropping the
opener, the Sox have won nine in a row
and lead the AL East by two games.
While Mookie Betts, Xander Bogaerts,
Hanley Ramirez and Rafael Devers
have been leading the offensive charge,
rookie sensation of last year Andrew
Benintendi
appeared to hit a bit of a
wall carlyon. Heading into last night,

season (when he hit 20) had never even
hit more than eight home runs in a season. It would be surprising for him to
keep up this level of power (his slugging percentage is around 0.531, over
70 points higher than his career best
and nearly 200 points higher than his
career average) for the entire season.
It's more than likely that Andrus will
fall down to the mean, and will do it
sooner rather than later. The statistic
that sets off the most alarms for me
is Andrus' strikeout percentage. Last

season, his strikeout percentage was
around 14 percent and for his career,
Andrus has a strikeout percentage of
13.2 percent. So far in the 2018 season, Andrus' strikeout percentage is
1.8 percent. This number is simply unsustainable, and eventually will crash
back down as even the most optimistic projections about Andrus' strikeout
percentage has him around 12 percent.
So cash in on the early success and get
some value for Andrus before his starts
to inevitably decline.

Sell High: Elvis Andrus, SS, Texas
Rangers
Elvis Andrus has looked great early on
in the season, with his batting average
hovering right around the .350 mark
and his OPS nearly at 1.000 (.959). He
has also gone yard twice already in the
young season. However, look deeper
into Andrus' numbers and things get a
bit sketchy. He's gone 1-10 in his last
three games (albeit the one hit happened to be a home run) and saw his
average fall around 30 points in that
time. Andrus has never had an OPS of
over .808 in his career, and before last

Aric Crabb/Bay Area News Group{TNS

Boston Red Sox outfielder Andrew Benintendi slides in safely to third base in a
game against the Oakland A's on May 21 during his 2017 rookie season.

Arlington will add interactive elements to draft
Arlington gets ready to
host the 2018 NFL Draft in
AT&T Stadium
BY !<VUE LONG
ContributingWriter
10ngkd14@wfu.edu
With the NFL draft a little less
(han three weeks away, prospects,
teams and fans alike all look to Arlington, Texas, this year's host site.
Record-breaki ng attendance is expected in AT&T Stadium, the home
of the Dallas Cowboys and the largest stadium in the NFL.
This will be the first time in NFL
history that the draft will be held
in an actual NFL stadium, allowing
more fans than ever to get in on the
action. NFL Senior Vice President
of Events Peter O'Reilly has high expectations for this year's event.
"The 2018 NFL Draft represents
our most ambitious vision yet and we
are thrilled to take the event to another level this year for our fans, incoming players and teams," O'Reilly
said in a statement. "By collaborating closely with the Dallas Cowboys
and the Dallas Sports Commission,
we are creating a record number of
free experiences and enabling the

largest live audience ever to view the
NFL Draft."
This potentially-historic
draft will
be held right on the field, with spectators viewing from the floor and
stadium seats. All 32 NFL teams will
have designated sections to spur on
a little bit of healthy competition,
with the biggest fans getting the opportunity to sit on the field in the
"Inner Circle."
The most noteworthy addition to
draft day will be the revamped NFL
Draft fan experience - the league's
largest football festival.
Current plans span across nearly 26
football fields to create a miniature
entertainment
district right outside
of the stadium action. Fans of all
ages will be able to put their skills
to the test and get the true NFL experience. Games include a combine
corner, training camp obstacles and
even a Hail Mary test of long-distance accuracy.
Additional attractions available to
fans are photo and autograph opportunities and pop-up NFL and College Football Hall of Fame museums.
All festival activities are included
with registration for the NFL Fan
Mobile Pass.
If that weren't enough, following
the first three rounds, the NFL will
open up the inside of the stadium to

the general public, which allows fans
to get up close and personal with the
stage on which the early rounds are
held.
The first round of the draft starts
at 8 p.m. ET on April 26 on ESPNI
ESPN2. Rounds two and three will
follow on April 27, and round 4-7 on
April 28. Fox and ABC will broad-

cast parts of the draft, making this
another notable historic moment.
The 2018 NFL draft has the potential to change draft day as we know
it. Fans, teams and players are all in
for a historic, Texas-sized experience
that will have them all saying, "Everything is Bigger in Texas."

Max Faulkner/Fort

Worth Star-Telegram/TNS

The 2018 NFL Draft will be held at AT&TStadium in Arlington Texas. The stadium is home to the Dallas Cowboys and will be open to the g~neral public.
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Masters: Patrick Reed wins 2018 tournament
Continued from Page 11

Jordan Spieth, who began Sunday
at just five-under and nine shots
back of Patrick Reed, had a magical round. After birdieing five of the
opening nine holes to pull to within
four shots of Reed, Spieth was miraculously in the hunt. On the back
nine, he continued his outstanding
play. Spieth birdied the par-three
l Zth, a hole that has haunted him
for years and cost him the Masters
in 2016 when he put two balls in the
water. He also birdied 13 and 15,
the two par-fives. Finally, he birdied the par-three 16th after draining
a 33-foot putt for his ninth birdie
of the day, tying with Reed at fourteen-under. Spieth's dream round
came to an end, however, when he
sadly bogeyed the 18th hole after
yanking his tee-shot into the trees.
Spieth finished the tournament at
13-under and in third place.
Meanwhile, McIlroy, who promised all the pressure was on Reed,
played very poorly and fell out of
the race. Rory was two-over on Sun-

day and continued to fall as other
leaders· around him charged forward. Rickie Fowler, who started
the day nine-under, also made a late-push for the lead on Sunday. Fowler
was six-under on the final 11 holes
to enter the clubhouse as the leader
at 14-under.
Reed did everything he needed to
do to win his first major on Sunday.
He certainly did not have his Agame like he did the first three days,
but whenever he needed a big shot,
Reed delivered.
Reed followed up every bogey he
made with a birdie in one of the
Jason Getz/AtlantaJournal·Constitution/fNS
next two holes. Every time it seemed
After
winning
the
Masters
Tournament,
Patrick
Reed is awarded a
Spieth or Fowler had an opportugreen
jacket,
the
national
symbol
of
the
Masters
Tournament.
nity to take the lead from him, he
came back with a big par or birdie. a borderline local to Augusta, who
jor, as his parents and sister watched
Reed wasn't perfect on Sunday, but played his collegiate golf at Augusta
on television from their home in
he played championship golf and State and won two NCAA ChamAugusta just three miles from the
clutched up when needed in order pionships after being kicked off the course. This is because he has cut
to win the Masters and his first ma- team and expelled from Georgia for off all ties with his family six years
jor by a stroke over Fowler with a cheating and stealing. Reed is a con- ago and barred them from attendtap-in par on 18.
troversial player on tour and is not ing the tournament in their homeWith the win, Reed became the the most well-liked by fellow golfers town. Regardless of who Patrick
ninth golfer to win his first major and fans.
Reed is as a man, he will have the
in the past 10 majors. This is a parAdditionally, only his wife was words "Masters champion" attached
ticularly exciting moment for Reed, there to see him win his first ma- to his name for the rest of his life.
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Starring Wake Forest students, Spring Awakening is a beautiful production
that explores teenage rebellion with grace
BY KERRIANNE RILEY

StaffWriter
rilekk17@wfu.edu
Visually and vocally stunning, t~e W~e Forest ca~t
of Spring Awakening left the audience In awe".This
spring musical, writt:n by Stev~n .Sater and music by
Duncan Sheik, finds ItSroots within the 19th-centu~
play by Frank Wedekind. It tells the ~aleof ~ town In
Germany in 1891, where the world ISdominated by
the knowledge of the adults. The story covers the topics of sexuality, the shift from adolescence to adulthood, and morality, all while including bits of rockn-roll. Sound confusing? To an outsider this does not
sound like a typical musical, let alone a usual way for
a musical to sound, but the Wake Forest cast helps
display the importance of these themes in their exhilarating performance.
1he plot follows as such. A young ,~er~an girl,
Wendla, has a desire to know wher~ babl~s come
from" because she is a teenager and still doesn t know.
Her mother, mortified and baffled that she had the
audacity to ask the question, beats around the a~swer. 'The avoidance of providing proper knowledge IS
a common theme throughout the story. On the other
side of the town is a boy named Melchior who is defiant and provides SUppOHfor his best friend Mortiz, who is currently blinded by puberty and potential academic failure. Melchior and Wendla stumble
upon each other one afternoon an~ feel for th~ first
time something they have been cravmg to experience.
While they begin to fall in love, Moritz falls apart

Photo Courtesy of Leslie Spencer

and slowly so does Wendla. The attempt for the kids
to piece their world together against the odds creates
a beautiful display of teenage rebellion and the effects
of being suppressed by adults.
The Wake Forest production is directed by Sharon
Andrews and has senior Caleb Cabiness (Melchior),
senior Anna Hibbert (Wendla) and senior Eli Bradley
(Moritz) as its leads. The vocal talent of the cast can be
seen easily in the production of each song. It is
always fascinating to see how the music and
lyrics tell the story away from the dialogue
and the songs of Spring Awakening craft
a beautiful storyline. Songs such as "The
Bitch of Living" and "Totally F****d" act
as pieces of rock that playa comical effect on
a play set in the 19th century. Cabiness and
Bradley especially shine in these two numbers, whether they are jumping off platforms mid-note or performing solos
with ease. Hibbert's songs as Wendla
tend to be more ballads but equally
display her vocal talent nonetheless. "Mama Who Bore Me"
opens the show, and Hibbert
performs it effortlessly. Again,
her talents are displayed with
"Whispering," a sorrowful
pea for how Wendla wants
to be remembered in this
world. Although it is an ad-

just from most musicals seen, the switch from rock to
a ballad is a transition that does nor phase the Wake
Forest cast.
A specific mention needs to be given to the cast
members of the show who play "Adult Woman"
and "Adult Man:" Wake Forest professors Leah Elyce Roy and Michael Kamtman respectively. As the
only adults of the show, they go from being teachers
and headmasters of the school to playing the roles of
various parents, and for Kamtman, the critical part of
the doctor. While switching their characters scene to
scene, their acting is so convincing that you believe
they have transformed. Roy goes from being Wendla's
mother to Melchior's in an instance and not a single
bit of doubt inhibits you from not accepting it. They
remain professional and never-troubled by their everchanging roles.
The original concept for Spring Awakening created
a chance for an eight-time Tony winning musical to
be revived time and time again. Despite its story reflecting another century, the themes and story feel relatable for just about anyone who has gone through or
currently is in their years of adolescence. The musical
shifts and the pounding questions of morality attract
the audience for successful work. The Wake Forest
production beautifully adapts this Broadway production to The Tedford Stage and can be seen again this
weekend. The shows run Thursday through Saturday
at 7:30 p.m. and a final performance can be seen at
2:00 p.m. on Sunday, April 15.
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Album. Review I of Montreal

New album inspired by the 1980s
White Is Relic/lrrealis Mood
mirrors music from the past
with electronic beats
BY HARRISON MCCAMY
Staff Writer
mccajh14@wfu.edu
Of Montreal is the brainchild of Kevin
Barnes, who named his band after an unsuccessful telationship with a woman "of
Montreal." The band is a part of the Athens-based Elephant 6 Recording Company,
a collective of bands that are joined by their
love for 1960s pop music, in particular The
Beatles' Sgt. Pepper's' Lonely Hearts Club
Band and the Beach Boys' Pet Sounds. Perhaps most notable is their admiration of th~
abandoned "Smile" project by Beach Boys
leader Brian Wilson, which was projected to
be his masterpiece. It has become legendary in the music world and is still clouded
with mystique, even with portions of the
original material having been later released.
Of Montreal became one of the first bands
to join the Elephant 6 Collect~ve. ~er ~ts
formation likely due to the similariry m
sound be~een of Montreal's first songs
with those of the founders bands, the Apples in Stereo, The Olivia Tre~or Control
and Neutral Milk Hotel. The mfluence of
Beach Boys and Beatles-esque harmoniC;S
and melodies are noticable on ofMontreals
first albums, but as Barnes progressed, he
evolved remarkably, transversing and combining genres along the way. Throughout
his musical career, there has been a tremendous amount of studio-driven growth. For
instance, all of the Elephant 6 bands, were
advocates of Brian Wilson and Beatles producer George Martin's "using the studio as
an instrument" technique, but Barnes took
of Montreal's to a higher level than the other Elephant 6 bands. Vast amounts of new
technologies and techn!ques have emerged
since Wilson and Martins 1960s, and with
this, Barnes has been able to explore numerous genres' sounds.
.
White Is Relic / Irrealis Mood, of Montreal's newest album, marks the opening o~
yet another pathway along the journey 0
discography, with it being profoundly mo~e
electronic-dance based than any of their
previous albums, while still maintaining
Barnes' later album style of a mat.ter-of-fact
melodic vocal delivery. Barnes ~mself has
stated that White Is Relic /Irrealzs Mood was
inspired by "extended dance mixes" of the
1980s. Each song on this album features

.
of Montreal IS the
been the prommen

urtesy

amazon.com

of Montreal's new album is titled White Is Relic/lrrealis Mood and, with
a twist, takes inspiration from the popular dance music of the 1980s.

demonstrating
his unique performance
style. The first track of the album, "Soft
Music/Juno Portraits Of The Jovian Sky,"
my personal favorite, demonstrates Barnes'
expert crafting of synth-based melodies,
with some vocal harmonies in the beginning and a happening, catchy bass line. One
of the best aspects in of Montreal's music
is the strong bass presence, giving listeners
a taste of what well-crafted bass lines can
add to songs. On the final track, "If You
Talk To Symbol/Hostility Voyeur," the last
two minutes end the album with surrealistic
dream-like studio-driven and smooth saxophone sounds, reminiscent of songs such as
jimi Hendrix's "Moon, Turn the Tide ....
Gently Gently Away'a fun way to end
the album.
Barnes' almost chameleon-like ability.
to dance upon numerous genres of music,
from indie, lo-fi, experimental, electronic
and dance, makes of Montreal's entire discography an adventure, and one that is
worth exploring. He has hit so many different styles that it seems nigh impossible
that one would be unable to find something
they didn't like. While I personally prefer of
Montreal's earlier albums, I refuse to mistake genre and style changes with making
a new album better or worse. I thoroughly
enjoy all of of Montreal's albums and hearing Barnes' musical evolution, it is simply a
matter where one's personal preferences lie.
Musically, White Is Relic/Irrealis Mood will
become a modern psychedelic dance party
staple, and lyrically Barnes creates some of
his most reflective writing, having stated
that many of the lyrics carne after quests
into the works and autobiographies of many
20th century socio-political commentators.
So, from the fun bass lines to the stay-inyour-head-type vocal melodies, White Is
Photo Courtesy ofWikipedia Commons
ReliclIrrealis Mood is an entertaining listen,
. child of musician Kevin Barnes. He has and I hope for many more "bizarre celebratbr~~~ative voice since the groups founding. tions" to come.
a double title, the first of Montreal album
to have done so, because Barnes realized
"how difficult it is to frame the message of
a song with just one title." Barnes. is kno,:n
for his combination of theatre with music.
The blending of Barnes' music, dancing and
outhts makes an of Montreal concert quite
the spectacle. This also becomes apparent in
their music videos. In "Paranoiac Intervals/
Body Dysmorphia," the music video conjures up the feelin~ of. Paranoiac Interv~s,
with rapid [nrervallic video flashes and dizzying switches betwee.n images of Ba:n.es'
face. It also displays his fondness for vivid,
eclectic appearances.
For the academics reading, Barnes also
brings up classical conditioning,. demon-,
strating his range in lyrical expresslOn, stating: "You shouldn't try to unpeel my Pavlovian bells." The music video for "Plateau
Phase/No Careerism No Corruption" shows
Barnes with a more natural look, perhaps to
create a contrast between him and the alienlike outfits he can be seen in combination,
superimposed, or overlaid with - further
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I Steve Carell

Wake unsolved: the Carell conspiracy
- Although many now claim that Steve Carell's
tour of the campus was pure rumor, isthat
just a carefully-crafted cover up?
BY OLNIA FIELD
UfeEditor
fieloI'1.7@wfu.edu
On Friday, April 6, word quickly spread on camp~s. that
the ever-elusive Steve Carell, known by most for his infamous role of Michael Scott in Tbe Office, would be touring
Wake Forest with his daughter. As the day tu~ned into nigh~,
some swore they saw him, while others outright re~~ed. h~s
presence. Almost a week out from his postulated VISit,It IS
time to review the evidence: Was there truly a Steve Carell
sighting on our campus?
.
Although the rumors of his plans to appear spread like
wildfire the origin is ultimately one of mystery. Who exposed his possibl~ aim ~o discreetly. discove.r the forest?
Which tour guides sleuthing resulted III !m0wm~ he ~ould
visit in the afternoon? Sadly, it seems this question will always be lost to the unknown, answers.o~ly to be found deep
within classified undergraduate admissions databases. Despite beginning with these questions, the evidence becomes
much more compelling for his existence as the story progresses.
.
As expected, students b.e~an probing. the campus ~Ith
keen eyes. Friend groups divided up, eyemg crO\:,ds.of high
schoolers and their parents from the safety of P1COlC tables
or, if dedicated enough, bushes. Beginning around 12 p.m.,
student's sightings began flooding into social media and
group chats.
"I was sitting in my HES class and I got a message from
my friends who said that they saw him in the Pit," one be-

Movie Review

I Truth
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Althoug~ his elusive existence was beinQ ques~ion~d by many, Wake Forest students camped out around
campus In an effort to spot Steve Carell hidden In the middle of an average perspective student tour groop.
liever said. "I am honestly so jealous, I'm a bigger fan of The
Office than they are. I totally would have had the guts to
snap a picture too."
Other students swore they saw him hidden within a tour
group in front of South Residence Hall, riding in a golf car
near Johnson Residence Hall and even getting an exclusive
look at the Business School. While possible glimpses and
rational theories were adding up, his mythical status became
more and more plausible. However, without photo evidence,
can ,:,e really believe that he stepped foot Onto our campus?
With all urban legends, the school quickly became split
between these convinced believers and avid deniers. Specifically, those in positions of power quickly quashed the pos-

sibility of his visit. Almost as if they had something to hide,
tour guides made fun of their friends for thinking Steve
Carell would "actually" be here or made an official statement
in their groupme chats that, "sadly," it was all just rumors.
Clearly, the lore of Steve Carell shook the Wake Forest
campus to its core. Ignited by the possibility of him showing his face, obsessives and fanatics will stand by the fact
that they spotted him from a window on the fifth floor of
Benson. Equally, the executive board of prospective student
tours will continue, almost too casually, reminding classmates that "he never even planned on coming." Ultimately,
the Carell conspiracy will live in infamy on this campus ...
at least until the end of next week.

or Dare

Horror film tests friendships on a whole new level
Jeff Wadlow's new movie delivers on the
fear and friendship factor, according to
the film's well-known stars
BY ELIZABETH VELEZ
Contributing Writer
velee16@wfu.edu
In 2016 director Jeff Wadlow and producer Jason Blum
joined for~es to create Blumhouse's new horror film, Truth
or Dare. Wadlow, together with his collaborators Chris
Roach and Jillian Jacobs, designed a fil~ insp!red b~ It
Follows and The Ring. The result - a thriller With action
and humor, a horror movie with real stake, danger and
fun all at the same time.
The close-knit friend group was played by Lucy Hale,
Tyler Posey, Violett Beane, Sophia Taylor Ali, Hayden
Szeto and Nolan Gerard Funk. The center of the friend
group, Olivia, played by Hale, cares more about everyone
else than she does herself, choosing to build houses for the
poor instead of going on the last spring break trip with her
friends before they all part ways. Her friends, on the other
hand, have no intention of going on the trip without her
and convince her to go with them to Rosarito Beach in
Mexico. A dangerous twist of events results in a terrifYing,
never-ending game of truth or dare.
Carter, the guy who lured Olivia and her friends into
p,laying the game, warns her-with the rules of the game:
'There are four rules: Once you're asked, you're in. You
must tell the truth, or you die. You must do the dare, or
you die. If you stop playing the game, then you die."
Upon their arrival back to school, the group of friends
~hink nothing of the foolish game they had played on
their last night in Mexico. However, when Olivia receives
her first question of "truth or dare?" she begins to think
she's going crazy. As the game takes its turns on the rest of
her friends, they begin to realize that this game is no hoax.

Photo courtesy of imdb.com

Truth or Dare, a new horror movie, uses an innocent game to incite fear and thrill for the audience.
The group of friends, which has now shrunken in size,
learn about the origins of the game - innocent girls
played it at school until one of them unleashed the demon
named Callux. To end the game, the girl who started it
had to say a chant seven times, then proceed to cut offher
tongue and put it in a sealed jar. However, when Carter
went to Mexico, he broke the jar and released Callux. In
efforts to end the game once and for all, they take Carter
back to Mexico to do the same thing.

The six friends had now diminished to only three, and
Olivia was faced with a decision. At the beginning of the
truth or dare game, she was asked: "If you could choose to
save your friends, but let the entire population of Mexico
die - or save the entire population of Mexico, but your
friends would have to die - what would you choose?"
The innocent, service-loving Olivia at first chose to save
the larger population, however towards the end of the
game, she chose her best friend over the population of
Mexico. This causes her to add millions of new players
into the game.
Truth or Dare emphasized the importance of friendship
by portraying multidimensional characters for the audience to connect with.
"What makes very human, real moments all the more
heartbreaking is that the game is using them against our
characters, and there's very little they can do to stop it .,.
other than play," Wadlow said.
Upon interViewing Hale and Posey in a video roundtable, they revealed their thoughts on the film. Hale particularly loved the close friendships that were portrayed
and truly tested during the game. Posey enjoyed playing
his role as the friend who maintains peace in the group
while all the truths and dares are- tearing them apart.
Hale also touched on her role in Pretty Little Liars as
Aria, and the similarities between her character in that series and her character Olivia in Truth or Dare. She believes
that the two characters shared the same values in terms of
friendships and the sacrifices that came with the obstacles
that were thrown in their way. Both her and Posey then
commented on the uniqueness of the film, especially in
regards to the different appearance of the demon, Callux.
Wadlow wanted a horror movie that didn't embody the
typical ghostly appearance or haunted eyes, but rather a
distorted, evil smile.
Truth or Dare did an incredible job of creating both fear
and laughter while still keeping the audience intrigued.
It pushed the characters to go as far as they could to stay
alive, revealing their deepest secrets in the process.

ocumentary sheds ight on pi11 abuse
Take your Pills explores the relationship bewteen drugs like Adderall and
Vyvanse and our highly demanding capitalist society
BY KYLE FERRER
Opinion Editor

ferrka16@wfu.edu
The historical thread of humans trying to rid themselves of their humanness is long and fairly easy to
track. 1950s suburbia (although there are inn.umerable earlier examples) comes to mind. ~at sp~clfic.attempt at benumbment in postwar Amenca epl~omlzes
our endemic condition. The country, traumatized by
the horrors in Europe, wished to return to a simpler,
safer time. This "simpler" time was not the ur-huma~,
hunter-gatherer time that ~ousseau craved a~er his
stint in egoistic France, but Instead was co~pnsed of
the sterilized emotions of a shell-shocked nation. It was
a time of marriage as a stable ~nstitution thought to be
concomitant with stable happIn~ss. Roles ~e~e define?
by marketers and we blindly tried ~o assl~mlate their
quixotic templates. Life was m~de Simple In the wake
of its endlessly-horrific complexity. ~at trend,. marked
by the impossible demands of a. mediated society and
that led the retreat from humamsm, contmues to pre-

~~~
The new Netflix documentary, Take Your Pi·Lls·
,IS. t h e
2018 equivalent of a John Updike story. It chrom~les
the bromide of 2018, but is just another permut~tlOn
of the 1950s, postwar repression Updi~e keyed Into.
Although now we live in a society that ISsexually and
socially "freer" than the 1950s, that does not mean we
are more emotionally attuned. We have become the
bour eois nightmare of the postwa~ cal?italist boom.
TaZe Your Pills centers around this mghtmare, charting the tsunamic wave of stimulants tha~ flo?,ds our society. In the age of "capitalism as humanism, Adde~all,
Ritalin, Vyvanse and all other low-grade meth-equ~valents saturate both the legal and"black market.to satisfy
the needs of our "go-go society, as Owen Glteberman

paradigm that allows them to aspire to the type of codespewing geniuses they are assumed to be.
The documentary dives into the history of the drugs
themselves (there is a particularly interesting anecdote
about how Ritalin came to get its name), and tracks
their rise all the way from inception to diet pills to
modern-day knee-bouncers. The long-term health effects of the drugs are presented too, but seem to drown
in the capitalist fervor driving their consumption.
Much of what we already knew and thought about how
these low-grade amphetamines work is corroborated by
calls it.
d
h
k
In the film, we are shown college stu ents w 0 ta e experts, but that doesn't mean they are becoming any
this "focus drug" to crank out papers, study f~r tests less prevalent.
or unshoulder massive amounts of stress, all by Ind';!cThe ADD/ADHD myth is never succinctly answered
ing the fugue-ish state of concentration that drugs like in the film, precisely because both conditions have such
Adderall provide. Wall Street analysts tell of how t~ey slippery criteria for diagnosis. Those using and abuswork dru -fueled, sixteen-hour days .to keep up wI~h ing the drugs, both through iffy prescriptions and not,
the ridicuFous demands of the finance In?ustry, and. Sil- make their way to the fore. Most powerfully, those who
icon Valley coders expound the new, srlmulant-driven
seem to actually "need," the drugs chastise their longterm effects as crutch-forming and life-draining.
But perhaps the most interesting part of the documentary is not the nitty-gritty of the drugs themselves,
on w~ich much is expounded through cr~ative graphic-design, but rather the more meta questions the film
poses to its audience, most of whom have probably had
first - if not secondhand experience with the go-go
drugs that pervade our lives.
Take Your Pills turns into a meditative cultural expose
and launches the ostensibly myopic topic into a larger
cultural sphere. It asks what the mass consumption of
these drugs says about our culture at large and calls into
question American capitalist existence, with its insanity-inducing stress of product and capital.
No normal mind can deal effectively with the nebulous, yet emotionally devastating, demands of the international capitalist market. Our human capabilities
in the face of what we view as profoundly impactful
incidences are not up to the task. Drugs like Adderall
induce a frenetic focus that makes us think we have a
handle on our capitally-determined lives. The pill we
take to get a better grade, to be able to code for sixteen instead of fourteen hours, is taken because it is
perceived to generate an incremental increase in our
production value. That we see ourselves as mere capital
products is the crux of the issue. Everything revolves
around our chance of ascending the hyper-competitive
ladder of the professional world. Unfortunately, this re-

Photo courtesy of Netflix

sults in a decrease in our human valuation, and does
not necessarily lead to any genuine happiness.
Society puts us in a mode of constant capital relativity, and the pills are a chemical attempt to assuage the
breakneck dread of our condition. They are an escape
from humanness into the synthetic realm of capitalist
distraction. Existence becomes a competition of accoutrements. In a society based on acquisitiveness, what
we strive for is not so much human connection and
interpersonal value, but the accrual of our own capital
value. We monetize ourselves and our skill-sets, and the
capitalist treadmill leads the not-stimulated mind to a
sense of perpetual inadequacy. Luckily (and, yes, I feel
I must point out that this is sarcasm), there is Adderall.
The most basic question, yet I think also the most
important, is what the documentary implicates the psychotropic drugs with: a culture paralyzed by capitalist
cravings. Consumption of Adderall as a PED is symptomatic of the "empty calorie" approach to life, where
everything is viewed as product, capital and managed
assets. To further oneself, one must properly alienate
themselves from their humanity, which naturally allows for impulsive connection, wandering thought
and emotional failure. Those are unnecessary evils to
our profit-driven bottom lines, but crucial in the business of being a human being. "What is this all for?"
Dr. Wendy Brown, a political theorist at UC Berkeley, asks. As she attempts to conjure up an example,
she tells her interviewer: "I just lost my thought, hang
on one second," - yet another meta-example of the
natural rhythms of the mind. She finally goes on to say,
"What we also might say is lost [through these drugs]
is what human beings do when they muse, when they
reflect, and when their thoughts wander ... And out
of that comes what? Creativity, art, extraordinary moments of human connection. Of course, also moments
of intense human pain and grief. But I would describe
them as the experience of being human itself."
It's a shame, really, what we do to ourselves through
the act of fleeing. We try to make our lives "tolerable"
by turning our heads away from ourselves. When are
we going to learn the only satisfactory answer, which is,
of course, not an answer at all, but is the pulsation of
us? "What is the cost of material progress and productivity, and is that a cost we're willing to live with?" Anjun Chatterjee, professor of neurology, asks. It's more
than just a question worth reading.
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Rolling around the Quad: campus puppies
Students see dogs allover the Wake Forest campus but no one really knows what these puppies like to do with
their time outside of class. Here is some insight to the secret lives of dogs on campus.
BY EMILY BEAUCHAMP
Life Editor

beauea17@wfu.edu

Annie
Hey - my name is Annie. I am a purebred Golden Retriever puppy. I absolutely
love my sushi toy; I play with it every day. I really appreciate Kellen Datta and Dana
Leavitt for walking me every single day. I love to see the beautiful Wake Forest campus. Whenever I see someone I run up to them as fast as I can and scream "pet me,
pet me, pet me."

Bucky
Howdy, my name is Bucky and I am 14 years old - that's 98 years old in human
years. I love when my owners Steve and Pamela Carr give me my chewys to eat. They
walk me all the way to Hearn Plaza from Faculty Drive twice a day. I am very happy
to be with my family; they rescued me when I was little. I am a Springer Spaniel and
Australian Shepard mix and I never leave home without my Wake Forest collar and
leash. "It's been a good life."

Caia
Hello my darlings, my name is Caia and "I'm the queen of dogs." I am a purebred
Siberian Husky and I love to play with my favorite toy, a stuffed possum. My owner
Sydney Carter walks me every day and I love to play fetch on the pretty green fields.
Sometimes my friends tell me I'm like a robot because I don't show a lot of emotion, but I get really excited when I see other dogs.

Tito
Hey, Hi! My name is Tito and I am a Mini Pinscher, Feist and Rat Terrier mix. I'm
super hyper and love to run around and be free. I get really excited when I see other
people and my favorite toy is my kong when it's filled with peanut butter. In my free
time I like hanging out with my friends. When my owner Mary Glenn West takes me
for walks I like to look for sticks.
E '1
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